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The Weather
Today: Light rain, 56°F (13°C)

Tonight: Rainy, windy, 44°F (70C)
_..:;::t.- Tomorrow: Cloudy, wann, 63°F (17°C)
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MIT Almnnus,- Nobel Prize Wmner Merton
'DiscuSses Use of Derivatives for Markets

Tuesday, April 30, 2002

Enron failed to manage pensions
Merton's talk was heavily techni-

cal, focusing almost entirely on future
uses of derivatives in markets.

In finance, derivatives are essen-
tially contracts requiring the seller to
pay a certain amount of money, based

crowd.
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Majumdar said that Johnson was
filled to capacity.

"The capacity for Johnson was
3,000. We tried to situate the stage so
that it had a more filled look to it," he
said.

Daniel B. Jonas '02, also a con-
cert co-chair, said that the Spin Doc-
tors' tour manage~' was ':very
impressed" by the MIT concert ..

"The fact that Mark McGrath
[lead singer of Sugar Ray] jumped
off the stage and went into the crowd
meant that he thought the show was
going well," Jonas said.

Sam Kwei 'OS, a concert-goer,
called it a "very lively concert."

"It was a little crazier than I
thought," Kwei said. He also pointed
out that the sound-quality in Johnson
was substandard.

"I thought the location could have
been better., The acoustic environ-
ment in Johnson isn't as conducive to

Sloan School of Management until
1988. '

"I was pleased to ~ee th~t 'I
could find 10-250 without any
help," he said.

"Merton laid the foundation of
the rapid growth of derivative mar-
kets in the past 10 years," said
Undergraduate Economics Associ-
ation ,Treasurer Jason R. Broeder
'02, who introduced him to the

Spring Concert successful
The Spin Doctors and Sugar Ray,

the two bands featured at the Spring
W~ekend concert on Friday night,
played to a sold-out crowd in John-
son Athletic Center. The concert co-
chairs both agreed that the concert
was "fantastic."

,"We've had a very tight-knit
group of people w~rking on this since
November. It seemed that by 7 p.m.
on Friday night, everything came
together. Everything seemed to go
completely as planned. We didn't get
very many curve balls,"'said Co-
C~air Devdoot Majumdar '04.

By Christine R. Fry
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDrrOR

Spring Weekend 2002 was a
melange of sold-out crowds and
below expectation attendance. Over-
all, the event organizers were happy
with outcomes of their diligent plan-
ning, but each could see room for
improvement for next year.
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Mark McGrath of Sugar Ray performs Saturday night in Johnson as
part of the Spring Weekend festivities.

Spring Concert, Junoon
Play to Capacity Crowds

Divestment, Page 8

"insane. "
"This is basically shooting at the

wrong target," he said. "Many of us
are not happy with the policies of
the state of Israel, but I don't see
why we would punish the workers,
firms, and scientists who do
research in Israel. This is avery,
very stupid reaction that makes no
sense. I wish the U.S. government
would do more, and put more pres-
sure' on Israel, but this is the wrong
way to go about it."

Institute Professor Noam A .
Chomsky said that "It is really the
United S~ates and Israel versus
Palestine. The ratio of the amount
of U.S. aid to Israel and to Palestine

By Brlan'Loux
NEWSEDrrOR

Nobel Laureate Robert C. Mer-
-ton PhD '7{r discussed future uses
of ,financial derivatives Monday
night in 10-250. ,

l:he Harvard professor of eco-
nomics returned to MIT after a
long absence, receiving his PhD in
economics at M~T and then serv-
ing' on the Finance facuIty at the

Paw, Page 7

said. "You don't raise an army to go
over there and attack these guys.
Clearly a little more finesse was in
order."

After learning about, Creighton's
expedition, Fries phoned Harvard stu-
dent Paul Gilligan' on Wednesday
afternoon, telling the freshman that
he was a reporter from the Crimson.
Fries said,Gilligan and his roommates
were enticed by Fries' promises of
campus-wide fame and agreed to an
interview with him.

"They basically went wild about
that," Fries said. "They loved it."

With a notebook and disposable
camera, Fries traveled Thursday to

, Holworthy Hall, the dormitory where
the paw was being kept. Fries also
purchased a Harvard t-shirt to further
corroborate his false identity.

Outnumber~d Fries bides time,
Fries said approximately 12 Har-

vard students were waiting for him in
the Holworthy Hall room, including
Gilligan and the student who alleged-
ly took the paw. Fries had initially
planned to grab the paw and run from
the building as soon as he saw it; but
he was unprepared for the number of
students who showed up to take part
in the interview.

Fries began taking photos and

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Faculty opinions differ
Professor Olivier Blanchard,

head of the Department of Eco-
nomics, ,called the campaign

lar petition submitted to the admin-
istration of Princeton University on
April 18, said Professor of Brain
and Cognitive Sciences Nancy Kan-
wisher '80. Kanwisher is coordinat-
ing the joint effort between the ,uni-
versities.

")'he conditions are very reason-
able, and are ones that any law
abiding state should follow," Kan-
wisher said. "The divesting num-
bers are going to be substantial for
MIT and Harvard, but if there exists
a cost for supporting human rights,
I am fine with that."

Volume 122, Number 22
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John A. Fries '03,wears Tim the Beaver~s paw, which he recovered
from a Harvard dormitory by posing,as a Harvard C'rJmson reporter.

'By Dan Cho ~1' ~hich point he fled. He took the paw
STAFF REPORTER . y back to his brother's apartment in

The paw of Tim the Be'aye.r, Central Square.'
stoien in Harvard on March 17,was' ~ ~'Fries decided to reclaim the mas-
brought back to MIT last Thursday. cot's foot after readIng about a failed
by John A. Fries '03, a stugent in -- 'mission to storm a Harvard student's
Course XVIII'(Mathematics). dormitory room and retrieve the paw,

Posing as a reporter for The Har:... . led by Rhett Creighton '02.
yard Crimson, Fries, tricked the "It really seewed that Rhett had.
~eves into hl!ll~g ~ the paw~ at made 'some strat.egic errors," Fries

Posing-as Reporter for Crimson,
MIT Junio};~;RecoversBeaver Paw

, ,-..~ "'...~ ~.

MIT, Hanrard Fac1ilty Petition
Universities' Israel Investments
By Vicky Hsu
STAFF REPORTER

Members of the MIT and Har- ,
vard University faculties are peti-
tioning both universities to stop
investing in U.S. companies that
currently invest in Israel.

Their proposal- calls for the
removal of financial support for
Israel by the universities until Israel
"withdraws aU forces and vacates
all existing settlements in the occu-
pied territories, ends legal torture,

..aDd either allows refugees to return
to their homeland or compensate
them' for their losses."

,To date 32 MIT faculty mem-
bers and about 12 Harvard faculty
members hl!ve signed the joint peti-
tion, which is modeled after asimi-

Dramashop's production of One
Flea Spare opens Thursday.
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.oPINION
Akshay Patil shares his wisdom
on the art and science of snag-
ging free t-shirts.
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Arafat Stays in Compound
As Deal Being Implemented

EPA Endorses Ban on Snowmobiles
InYellowstone, Grand Teton

The Environmental Protection Agency, in a report released Mon-
day, recommends that snowmobiles be banned from Yellowstone and
Grand Teton national parks, stating that wintertime exhaust from the
popular snow machines violates air-quality laws and jeopardizes
human health.

The EPA report says that the agency is concerned that as a result
of the Bush administration's decision to postpone a phased elimina-
tion of snowmobiles, "air quality, human health and visibility contin-
ued to be impaired" last winter.

The report is part of a public comment process that will lead to a
final National Park Service decision in November on the use of snow-
mobiles in Yellowstone and Grand Teton. Comments on the Park
Service's snowmobile regulations will be accepted until M~y 29.

Israel said Monday that, after weeks of confinement, Yasser
Arafat is free to "go where he chooses," but the Palestinian leader
remained in his battered compound as elements of the deal for his
release fell into place.

"We have guarantees that the siege on President Arafat will be
lifted, and that he will be able to leave the country and return at any
time," said Yasser Abed Rabbo, minister of information in the Pales-
tinian Authority. Israel has restricted Arafat's movements since
December and has confined him to his offices for four weeks.

Expectations for Arafat's imminent departure came as a large
force of Israeli troops, backed with nearly two dozen tanks, rolled
into the West Bank city of Hebron and as a standoff continued at the
Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem: where an estimated 180 mili-
tants and civilians have been holed up for a month.

Gun battles broke out in several neighborhoods in Hebron, a pre-
dominantly Palestinian town that is also home to several hundred
Jewish settlers. '

April 30, 2002

Russia, U.S. Upbeat That Talks
Could -Soon Yield Arms Accord

WORLD & NATION
~raclRemliaresbySenmmg
Tanks,. Gunships Into Hebron
By Doug Struck to stay," he said. "We went there to enter the guarded enclave and ran
and John Lancaster damage the terror infrastructure anct shooting from house to house,
THE WASHINGTON POST to leave." Unlike Israeli raids into killing a 5-year-old girl, a mother in

HEBRON, WEST BANK other West Bank towns, Monday's her bed and two men.
Israel sent dozens of tanks, assault did not inflict heavy damage. "If it hadn't been for Adora, we

troops, helicopter gunships and on Hebron, and Palestinian police wouldn't have done anything in
armored personnel carriers into this did not fight the Israelis, as they had Hebron," said the deputy comman-
West Bank city before dawn Mon- done elsewhere. der of the Israeli operation, Col.
day in another thrust against Pales- In Ramallah, Israeli tanks contin- . Moshe Hager Lau. Hebron had been
tinian militants, killing at least nine ued to surround the compound of relatively quiet, and was the only
people and arresting dozens. Israel Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat as major city excluded from Israel's
said the raid was in retaliation for preparations were made to end the military charge into the West Bank
the Saturday shooting at a nearby month-long siege of his headquarters. on March 29 following a spate of
Jewish settlement in which four In Bethlehem, an Israeli sniper suicide bombings.
Israelis were killed. killed an armed Palestinian inside . Lau said five Palestinians were

The raid underscored Israel's the Church of the Nativity com-, killed in a helicopter gunship attack
determination to continue with a mil- pound, the army said. Negotiations on a car and five others were killed
itary offensive in the West Bank over over the standoff continued. Israeli separately elsewhere. Palestinian
the objections of President Bush. The forces have surrounded the church sources said a total of nine were
assault gave Hebron the feel of a for nearly a month, saying they want killed, among them Tarek al-
ghost town as Palestinian residents to capture armed Palestinians who Dufashi, a member of the Islamic
hid behind locked doors, with the took refuge there with about 30 cler- Resistance Movement, or Hamas,
tom streets still and empty but for gy members and other Palestinians. , who was involved in the Adora
clanking tanks that swiveled their Israeli officials said the Hebron .attack. , Officials at the Hebron hos-
turrets toward any sign of movement. raid was retaliation for the shooting pital said a doctor,' Ibrahim

Israeli Defense Minister Ben- Saturday about five miles away at Salaymeh, was badly wounded by
jamin Ben-Eliezer said the incursion the settlement of Adora, in which at shrapnel while riding in an ambu-
would be short. "We did not go there least two gunmen snipped a fence to lance.

RAMALLAH, WEST BANK

l.OS ANGEl.ES TIMES
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kept a few thousand warheads in
reserve, because Moscow" would
still have hundreds of warheads
ready to launch; Both sides have
5,500 to 7,000 warheads, deperiding
on how they are counted. Russia has
not been able to modernize its'
nuclear'arsenal in the past decade
and is unlik~ly tQ !>e aple t<f afford
to upgrade it any .time soon. '. : ' .

Even though the United States
could rapidly pull its warheads off
the shelf, a strategic arms expert
with tlie' Academy of MilitarY Sci-
ences, Vladimir Dvorkin, said last
week: "I don't think that would be a

, ~ - .
serious threat to Russia- .because
Russia will 'be able-to retain the
potential for nuclear deterrent.", .

Nonetheless, arms control
experts agree, Russia cannot be seen
as simply giving in to the.U.S. posi-
tion without some face-saving, con-
cessions. One compromise might be
to allow the United States to store

'. its decommissioned warheads while
giving the Russians some way to
check on the reserve.

By Sharon LaFranlere
THE WASHINGTON POST

khstan: With the summit between
Presidents Bush and Vladimir Putin

MOSCOW, just more than thfee weeks away, the
Defense Secretary Donald Rums- two sides are meeting every few days

feld and his Russian counterpart, to try to forge ail agreement. .
Sergei Ivanov, said Monday that they The key issue is.the handling of.
were making progress in nuclear thousandS of nuclear warheads that
arms talks aimed at an accord that both countries have agreed, to cut
could be the centerpiece of next " from their-arstma~s. The Unite.d
month's presidential summit here ... States wants .~ hold' them in

At a news cohference at reserve. RUssia, whose weapons are
Moscow's Sheremetyevo Airport, fast becoming obsolete, wants both-
Ivanov said he and Rumsfeld made sides to destroy them.
some headway on "a number of new A senior U.S. defense official
ideas" that Russia proposed four or traveling with Rumsfeld en route to
five days ago. Ivanov said he hoped Moscow said Washington is
for "even greater progress" when adamant about keeping' so~e
talks resume in Washington this. weapons on the .shelf as a hedge _'
week. against unforeseen ~hreatS. "It's a,

Rumsfeld sounded slightly less fact of life," said the official, speak-
positive, saying only that negotia- ing on condition of anonymity. ,
tions were progressing. Both men Many military and political
made clear they have not reached a experts now agree that Russia;-
deal. like it or not -: probably cannot

Rumsfeld stopped off for two convince the United States other-
. hours of talks at the airport as he wise.

wound up a trip to Afghanistan, Kyr- Some analysts argue that Russia
gyzstan, Turkmenistan and ~aza- would lose little if the United States

Oil Companies Manipulate Supplies,
Says Senate Subcommittee Report

LOS ANGELES TIMES

The gasoline business is dominated by a handful of oil companies
who can manipulate supplies to increase prices and profits, congres-
sional investigators said Monday.

A 396-page report by the Democratic staff of the Senate Perma-
nent Investigations Subcommittee does not accuse oil companies of
violating federal antitrust laws, but notes that when only a handful of
players controls supply then those companies have enormous power
to control prices. The problem is worsened by the closure of dozens
of refineries during the last 20 years, the report said.

"In a number of instances, refiners have sought to increase prices
by reducing supplies," said the report, commissioned in June by Sen.
Carl Levin, D-Mich., who chairs the subcommittee. The report, citing
internal oil company documents from the 1990s, contends that refin-
ers employ a variety of strategies to boost prices, including reducing
refinery production and exporting supplies out of the country.

Levin ordered the investigation, which is the subject of hearings
Tuesday and Thursday, when a second summer of gasoline price
spikes plagued the Midwest. This year, prices jumped again across
the country as crude oil prices leaped; on Monday, the U.S. average
price for a gallon of self-serve regular gasoline was $1.393, down
about a penny from last week but up nearly 29 cents since early Feb-
ruary, the Energy Department said. -

WEATHER
One-cast, 1\vo-cast, Three-cast, Forecast
By Greg Lawson
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

While it may not have gotten the specifics exactly correct, the National
Weather Service is still quite proud of its medium-range forecast model for
warning us of the cooler, wetter period we are experiencing lately. It cor-
rectly predicted the overall pattern with available moisture, often northerly
winds, and storm tracks bringing storms over New England. The forecast
for this coming week is for this to continue; however, the same model which
got the pattern shift correct last week is suggesting that the pattern will soon
shift back to favorable, warm, dry, spring-like weather. Let's hope last
week's success was more than just luck.

Light rain will begin this evening but should end before midnight as a
small region of high pressure encroaches on New England. We'll have a
morning and early afternoon of sun and warmth on Wednesday only to have
the clouds and cool air return that evening, warning us of the precipitation
ahead. Thursday a strong low from the Midwest arrives, bringing rain dur-
ing the day and strong winds that evening. Friday should have clearer skies
with healthy winds.

Extended Forecast
Today: Cloudy with light rain beginning early evening. High 56°F

(13°C).
Tonight: Rain ending before midnight. Skies clearing. Westerly winds

pick up in strength. Low of 44°F (TC).
Wednesday: Scattered clouds and warmth through early afternoon. Clouds

roll in for evening. High of 63°F (l7°C). Low of 45°F (TC).
Thursday: Rain beginning early, continuing intermittently through the

evening. Winds increasing late. High in the low 50s F (11° to 13°C).
Lows in the upper 40s F (8° to 10°C).

Situation for Noon Eastem Daylight Time, Tuesday, April 30, 20,02
- .
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Supreme Court "RulesSeniority
Higher Priority Than Disability

Anti-Castro Forces
Mount Petition Drive

TilE WASJ//NGTON POST
HAVANA

Bush Calls on Co~ to Require
Mental Dlness Coverage in Plans
By Dana Milbank in coming weeks. Bush. called Mon- mental illness and treating "serious
THE WASHINGTON POST day for legislation pro~riding "full mental illness," the greatest area of

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. mental health parity" this year. disagreement in the ongoing negoti-
President Bush Monday called "Mental disability is not a scan- ations - the president made clear

for legislation this year requiring dal - it is an illness," Bush said to that the subject would become a key
employer health plans to treat men- applause from psychiatrists and oth- part of his proposals to help the
tal illness like other ailments, as he ers here at the University of New poor and needy.
launched a two-day western swing Mexico. "And like physical illness, Bush will seek to build his cre-

, devoted in equal parts to' his "com- it is treatable." He called for giving dentials as a "compassionate" leader
passionate conservative" agenda "all Americans who suffer from Tuesday in San Jose, when he deliv-
and to raising some $4.5 million in mental 'illness the treatment, and the ers a broad speech outlining his
cash for Republican candidates. respect, they deserve." Bush praised governmental philosophy. Aides
: The White House failed in the the efforts of hometown Sen. Pete said he will seek to "connect the
days before MpndaY's event to reach V. Domenici, R-N.M., who has dots" between his domestic policies
agreement with congressional law- championed the cause despite oppo- on education and poverty with his
makers on a bill requiring employers sition from conservative Republi- policies on international aid and
to provide equivalent,health insur- cans in the House.,. development. "We are an activist
ance coverage for mental and other Though providing few specifics government, but activist in. a very
illnesses, but officials said talks con- - Bush alternated between refer- focused way," said a senior Bush
tinue and an agreement is expected ences to covering "all" people with aide .

•.1' -

By David G. Savage
LOS ANGELES TiMES

WASHINGTON

_ Disabled employees who say
they need a less demanding job gen- .
erally do not have a right to bump
workers with more seniority, the
Supreme Court ruled Monday.

The 5-4 ruling resolves a conflict
created by the Americans with Dis-
abilities Act, the 1990 law that said
workers with a physical or mental
impairment have a right to work so
long as they can do so with a "rea-
sonable accommodation" by their
employers.

At the same time, the law said
this accommodation must not put
an "undue burden" on the employ-
er.

Employers say they should not
have to bump more senior workers
in favor of a disabled employee,
and the Supreme Court largely
agreed. -

"In our view, the seniority sys-
tem will prevail in the run of cases,"
wrote Justice Stephen G. Breyer for
the court. "Ordinarily, the ADA
does not require .. , an employer to
assign a disabled employee to a par-
ticular position even though another
employee is entitled to that position
under the employer's established
seniority system."

But there are exceptions to this
general rule, Breyer added. If, for
example, seniority is not generally
followed in assigning jobs, an
employer cannot rely on the seniori-

ty system as a reason for refusing to
place a disabled employee there, the
court said.

Monday's ruling is the third in
the last few years to limit the reach
of the ADA.

Two years ago, the court ruled
that employees with treatable dis-
eases or medical conditions, such as
diabetes or extremely high blood
pressure, are not disabled, even if
they are fired because of these
impairments.

In January, the court said the
hundreds of thousands of workers
with carpal tunnel syndrome and
other repetitive stress injuries gener-
ally are also not disabled, as long as
they can carry on the ordinary tasks
of daily life.

Oswaldo Paya says that when he was 17, he mentioned to his fel-
low students that he didn't much care for the government of Fidel
Castro. It was 1969, the height of Stalinist repression in Cuba. Paya's
comments got him sentenced to three years in a labor camp, where he
hacked sugar cane and quarried marble 10 hours a day.

"It was a struggle between power and spirit," said Paya, now 50.
"I left with a stronger faith that things can change."

That was the first round in a battle that Paya has been waging
against Castro for more than three decades. Today, Paya is leading an
unprecedented attempt to bring more freedom to Cuba, using the
unlikeliest of tools: the Cuban constitution, written by Castro himself.

"It's a myth that this regime is eternal and invincible; the people
can displace it," said Paya, who circulated a petition seeking a nation-
al referendum to guarantee freedom of expression and association,
amnesty for political prisoners, free elections and the right to private
enterprise. He says it has been signed by more than 10,000 people.

Paya, with help from members of more than 140 dissident groups,
spent more than a year collecting and verifying the signatures, which
he said would be presented in "weeks, not months" to the legislature.
By law, the National Assembly must consider and vote on any mea-
sure brought to it by at least 10,000 registered voters.

Ex-Sotheby's President Gets
Probation, Fine for Price-Fixing

LOS ANGELES TIMES
NEW YORK

A federal judge on Monday sentenced Diana D. Brooks, the for-
mer president of Sotheby's, to three years' probation for her role in a
scheme setting identical commissions with auction rival Christie's.

Brooks' probation includes six months of home confinement. She
also was ordered to pay a fine of $350,000 and serve 1,000 hours of
community service.

The collusion stifled competition between the world's two biggest
auction houses, violated antitrust laws and cost customers seeking to
sell goods worth millions of dollars.

"Your circumstances evoke little compassion," U.S. District Judge
George B. Daniels told Brooks. "You substituted shame for fame.
Your words are the all-too-familiar refrain of the white-collar crimi-
nal ... the extent ofthe damage you caused cannot be undone."

Brooks, whose position made her one of the most powerful people
in the art world until her resignation from Sotheby's in 2000, told the
court before sentencing that she was sorry.

"I would like to apologize to all the people I have hurt," she said
in a shaky voice. "I accept responsibility for what I've done .... I will
forever bear the burden of what I have done."

When you need
someone to listen ...

just ca II us,
weekdays 9-5.

One of our professionals will call you back that day,
listen to your concerns, and make an appointment

with the right therapist for you within a week-or sooner.

Prompt appointments including evenings.
24 Hour urgent care including

weekday 2-4 pm walk-in hours.

Mental Health Talk2us

617.253.2916

It's smart to reach out.
~

Iftl'tl
Mil Medical
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OPINION

Letters TOThe Editor

WE JUST WANT
AN ENDlESS

SUPPLYOFMI lX",
WEmw~UUA

""VE TOMI1I\.

F£(D IT!!

Errata
Ethel Machi '02

"'An article last Friday ["Wolfensohn
Agrees to Private Forum"] incorrectly
stated the middle initial of a member of
the group Students fot"a Democratic
Commencement. She is Julia K. Stein-
berger, not Julia M Steinberger.

.Last Tuesday's editorial misspelled
the surname of the American captured
while fighting with a Taliban army in
Afghanistan. He is John Walker Lindh,
not Lindhe.

An article on April 12 ["DKE Playboy
Posters Defaced With 'KKK.' Markings"]
inconsistently spelled the surname of the
Delta Kappa Epsilon social chair. He is J.
Brandon Hohm '04, not Hohn.

abused children have increased rates of eating
disorders and suicides. Sexually abused chil-
dren have increased rates of depression and
other mental illnesses. Sexually abused chil-
dren are scarred for life.

I understand that the posters were meant to
ridicule the 'guilty Catholic priests; joking in
the same manner as Monty Python's skit
where ''Nobody Expects the Spanish Inquisi-
tion," Unfortunately, in this case, mocking the
Catholic Church through these posters both
trivializes the atrocious crimes committed
towards children and desensitizes the commu-
nity as a whole .towards tpese acts. I implore
the people who put up these posters to really
think about their impact before stapling any
more to the campus bulletin boards.

To Reach Us
The Tech's telephone number is (617) 253-1541. E-mail is the

easiest way to reach any member of our staff. If you are unsure
whom to contact, send mail to general@the-tech.mit.edu, and it will
be directed to the appropriate person. The Tech can be found on the
World Wide Web at http://the-tech,mit.edu.

two days before the date of publication.
Letters and cartoons must bear the authors' signatures, address-

es, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No let-
ter or cartoon will be printed anonymously without the express prior
approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit or condense
letters; shorter letters will be.given higher priority. Once. submitted,'
'all letters become property of The Tech, and will not ,be returned .. '
The Tech makes no commitmentto publish all the-letters received.'

Roger and Dorothy Mark, Sidney and Pacific
Anne and Bill McCants, Green Hall

Terry and Ann Orlando, Ashdown Hall

Don't Mock'
Church For Criihes'
Over' the past three years, I have been a

silent objector to MIT posters that have
morally offended me. I never said anything
about the lingerie party, the condom party, or
the promiscuous posters advertising the beast
roast. However, I was infuriated and saddened
when I saw a poster of a cat-calling priest
appear on a bulletin board in the infinite corri-
dor. In fact, I took it down.

I am a Catholic. Not the kind who goes to
church only on Christmas and Easter. Not the
kind who hangs a-rosary off the car mirror,
but the kind who goes to confession, is pro-
life, and asks for the intercession :of saints
before making major decisions. It is as a
Catholic that I voice my support'of the church
during this turbulent time ..

Even so, supporting my faith does not
mean that I am about to defend. the priests
who have committed atrocious cnmes. I hurt
for the children who were abused and their
families. I pray for their abusers. Yet, even
though I have stiong feelings on this issue, I
am not writing this in order. to give a
"Catholic student's viewpoint" of a'religious
issue. Rather, I am writing this because I feel
that the poster of a cat-calling'priest embodied
a misunderstanding or, even worse,~a lack of
empathy that.! have grown to expect from my
fellow MlT students. And it to needs to be
brought to light..

In the sexual abuse cases that have recent-
ly surfaced, the victims are young children.
Not women. Not men. But children, Sexually

Opinion Policy
Editorials are the official opinion of The Tech. They are written

by the editorial board, which consists of the chairman, editor in
chief, managing editor, executive editor, news editors, features edi-
tor, and opinion editors.

Dissents are the opinions of the signed members of the editorial
board choosing to publish their disagreement with the editoriaL

Columns and editorial cartoons are written by individuals and
represent the opinion of the author, not necessarily that of the news-
paper.

Letters to the editor are welcome. Electronic submissions are
encouraged and should be sent to letters@the-tech.mit.edu. Hard
copy submissions should be addressed to The Tech, P.O, Box
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Segue Students
Welcome

Many of your readers who are juniors will
have heard about the Senior Segue program in
which an MIT junior now Jiving in undergrad-
uate housing can appJy to Jive in one of the
graduate dorms next year. These students will
be guaranteed graduate housing for the year
after next if they become MIT graduate stu-
dents. In addition, they will only pay the
rental levels of comparable undergraduate
housing during their upcoming senior year
even though they will be living in much more
expensive graduate residences. The major
advantage of this program to the participating
students is that they will not have to face the
likely prospect of finding housing off campus
during their first year of graduate school.
From MIT's perspective, Senior Segue is a
way to alleviate the serious crowding prob-
lems that have persisted in the undergraduate
residences.

As the housemasters of the graduate resi-
dences, we will welcome the group of seniors
who will be coming to live in our respective
communities. Our intention is to treat these
students as full members of our dormitories'
communities. We think this will provide the
participating seniors with a chance to experi-
ence a different, and in many ways more
diverse, community at the end of their under-
graduate education and to live in an environ-
ment with older and more professionally
advanced students. We urge all of the current
juniors to consider participating in this new
housing opportunity.

The Graduate Housemasters:
Larry Anderson and Dawn Anderson,

Tang Hall
Keith and Brenda Hampton, Sidney & Pacific

Steve and Lori Lerman, 224 Albany St.
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Death Mountain
And Mobile Chernobyls

The Shirt
Snaggers

The- Lady Dath Pr~testToo Much.

Akshay Patil

I admit it, I have a fetish. If you should
ever want to win your way into my heart, just
give me a t-shirt and I'll love you forever.
Sure, free food is all tasty and good, but hey, a
t-shirt is forever.

Nothing makes me happier than a career
fair. Some see it as gateway to their future
careers; I see it as field fertile with apparel
goodness. Armed with a solid supply of
resumes, the t-shirt opportunities are almost
endless! Feign interest here, sign a form there,
and you're good to go. True, your fruits of
labor may yield you with only a pen or a foam
toy, but once in a while you can add another
short sleeve to your closet stash.

And if you're a master, and you have to
really be in the zone to pull this off, you can
grab a long-sleeve. This of course takes an
extra effort to pull off. First you must track
the company; take your time and prowl the
career fair. If you see someone else with a
long sleeve t-shirt over their shoulder, you
must resist the urge to mug them. Free shirt
mooching is an art; the pleasure comes just as
much from the obtaining as the wearing.
Search for a familiar face who has already
procured his/her spoils. Approach them and
casually interrogate t~em for the information
you seek: the company name.

Armed with this information, the hunt can
begin in earnest. Begin scanning the grounds
for the company logo. The weak can refer to
their company layout diagram, but purists take
the longer, more difficult route of weaving
their way through the booths, keeping their
eyes open not only for the prey, but for other
shirt opportunities that may come across your
path. Do not pass up these possibilities,
remember, patience is a virtue and your long-
sleeve success is not assured.

When you finally sight the company's
stand, take the time to prepare. If you are car-
rying a bag, do your best to stuff whatever
freebies you may have into it; you need to
convince these recruiters you're serious. Take
out a crisp copy of your resume and have it
readily accessible. Fix your appearance, take a
deep breath, and step up to the plate.

The key to the game is to act like you
aren't playing; the moment they question your
resolve the prize is lost. Maintain eye contact,
ask good questions and stay focused; there is
no room for a slip-up in this sport.

If you perform flawlessly, you will be
rewarded by those angelic words "Hey, would
you like a t-shirt? What size are you?" Control
your joy and accept your prize with poise. The
gloating can come later when you and your

- friends get together and compare your spoils.
Of course, this is not the only way to

obtain these objects of fixation. Helping out
with events is a good way to increment your
holdings as well. Often the effort put into
acquiring the shirt is far greater than on the
career fair circuit, but there is a greater sense
of reward felt when donning the fruits of legit-
imate labor. I

But one must remember to take good care
of these trophies, for while a t-shirt may yield
you years and years of quality usage, it must
be taken care of. I still get misty-eyed when I
think back to a tragic accident that befell me
late last year, leaving my wardrobe scarred.

It was a fe~ days before winter break and I
had decided to take care of the laundry before
heading off. I had enough clothes to merit a
triple load: whites, blacks, and misc/delicate. I
tossed my favorite white shirts into the deli-
cates to save them from the normal wear and
tear of the hot-hot cycle and started the wash-
ing machines' spinning. When I returned 30
minutes later, disaster met my eyes. The col-
ors in my "delicate" load had bled; my
favorite white shirts were permanently marred
pink. I lifted their limp forms out of the wash-
ing machine and carried them over to the trash
where they fell to the bottom like rocks, dis-
turbing an angry lint cloud that arose from the
bottom of the bin. They were gone forever.

There are many things to be learned in the
free t-shirt business, but with determination
and perseyerance, you can master the system.
Be careful and stay focused. Shirt mooching is
an unforgiving field .where a small mistake
can jeopardize the prize. Stay alert; don't
endanger the integrity of your shirts when
washing them (but please, for the sake' of all
those who live near you, wash them) by care-
lessly exposing them to danger. I truly hope
that you may never have to suffer the heart-
break of a bloody shirt massacre. And with
that, I wish you good luck in your adventures;
just remember the moocher's credo, "If it's L
or XL, I'll take it!"

rule the world, as William Wallace poetically
put it.

.Broadly speaking, the repression of
women in the modern world is the unfair
result of the insecurities of male-dominated
societies. Not all men are clever enough to
appreciate and to accept the beauty of educat-
ed women; so meeting one heightens their
sense of lacking to various degrees. Women
are therefore compelled to illiteracy by cultur-
al norms, and end up being. excluded from the
mainstream of economic, political and even
social life. And the truth is that cultural norms
and attitudes are terribly difficult to change by
way of force or even political lobbying. But

cultures do change and
perceptions do vary
over time.

And because per-
ception has as much to
do with the one per-
ceiving as the one who

-is perceived, women at
MIT and other
esteemed institutions
of higher learning hold

arguably the most precious keys to unlocking
the narrow minds of some people, while tear-
ing down the mental barriers which so often
shackle human society. Doing so does not
require tearing down posters, nor protesting
over insignia. These are superficial issues,
which do not even count as symptoms of dis-
criminatory behavior. One should not waste
time, effort and precious notice board space
for something so inconsequential. Real change
occurs from real deeds and real achievements.

In any case, the vocal voice of women at
MIT is a tribute to the culture on campus. It is
proof enough, if any is needed, that women
here possess a degree of freedom that m~my
others can only wish for. It is quite likely.that
many MIT men and women perceive the situ-
ation this way. As was said by Queen
Gertrude to Prince Hamlet, while watching a
court play, "The lady doth protest too much,
methinks."

Iy and accidents are becoming more common .
In February 2000 the Indian Point 2 reactor
released 20,000 gallons of radioactive water
when its generator ruptured. The company
knew of the problem with the genera~or years in
advance, but chose not to fix it because deregu-
lation made it cheaper to continue running. The
Zion reactors were shut down in 1998 after the
NRC ruled that CornEd was incapable of safely
operating the plant. And just this year, at the
Davis-Besse plant a few miles from Toledo, it
was discovered that boric acid had eaten a hole
all the way through the six-inch-thick steel top
of the reactor vessel leaving only a 3/8th inch
thick lining of stainless steel to hold In the cool-
ing water under a pressure of more than 2,200
PSI. Before this, no one thought this type of
corrosion was even remotely possible.

In addition to the safety of the current reac-
tors, allowing them to run out their licenses
would take us from having under 40,000 metric
tons of waste to having nearly 80,000 metric
tons. If new reactors are built, as is called for in
Bush's energy plan, we would be left in 50
years with the same problem we have today of
waste spread around the country in vulnerable
on-site storage and we would also have Yucca
full of the greatest concentration of toxic' waste
ever imagined by humanity. Of course, that
assumes that there is no major disaster, which is
hardly a defensible assumption.

Finally, for those who believe we must have
new reactors to prevent global warming, let me
point out one simple example. England's chief
scientific advisor recently called for the con-
struction of new reactors. The nuclear industry
was all for this, but warned that it would need a
nine billion pound ($13.1' billion) subsidy as
well as assurances for billions more for the
transport and storage of waste in order to make
the plan economically viable for them. Beyond
the shear insanity of trading' one environmental
catastrophe for another, the real question has to
be how much could greenhouse emissions be
reduced if that $13. billion were applied to con-
,servation programs and the development of
renewable energy sources?

It is rare in life to be faced with a decision
that will affect so many people for such a long
time. As citizens and as scientists, if we do not
address the dangers of Yucca Mountain, 'we will
unleash a potential catastrophe unthinkable to
previous generations and leave the sword of
Damoc1es dangling over humanity's head for
hundreds of thousands of years to come.

,J1te need to realize that women ~
rights are not merely egalitarian
concepts; sodeties are at stake.

their own free will and above all, to have a
good time, and not bCcause they are fQrced to
submit to some patriarchal. system at MIT .

Beauty lies in the eye of the beholder. And
so. it is with posters, and with the people who
design and read them. Physical attraction is
nothing new to the human race. The designers
ot:.those posters no'doubt hoped to capitalize,
on this, while having some fun along the way.
I suspect that they are not losing sleep over
the stormy reception they were given, and
may even be enjoying it. If anyone is losing

, sleep at all, it will be those who get worked up
over silly posters and, wish to "smash the
patriarchy" by expressing' their, fury.

This is certainly
not to deny that many
women around the
)Vorld are being dis-'

.criminated against.
According to ,the
World Bank, in 19~9,
70 percent of the 1.3
billion people living in
poverty were women ..
Of the world's 900'
million illiterate~people, women outnumbered
men by 2: I, and women were paid 30 to 40
percent less than men for comparable work
(Gro Harlem Brundtland, Harvard Internation-
al Review Fall 1999). Such inequalities are
too stark to be expiained'by anything other
than gender discrimination ..

One would naturally have some moral
inclination towards red~cing such inequalities.
But why? We need to realize that women's
rights, are not merely egalitarian concepts
which are. important for their own sake. The .
well-being of entire societies 1S at stake. I dare
say that any society in which women are poor- .
ly educated and suffer from ill health is a bas-
ket case that will continue to be a basket case .
unless some ,things' change. Not only do
.women contribute to the workforce, but are
often the main influence in shaping the
impressionable minds of their children. And
so the hand that rocks the cradle does indeed

, ,

Brice C. Smith
. the construction might be, and there is even evi-

dence that the fault line which runs directly
under Yucca is not only active, but has shown

Friday was the.16th anniversary of the Cher- large movements in the recent past.
nobyl disaster, the worst nuclear accident in his- .. Second is the most widely discussed prob-
tory. At I :23 a.m. on April 26, 1986 the Cher- lem, the risk of sending up to 96,000 shipments
nobyl 4 reaCtor suffered a catastrophic failure, of this waste through 43 states and near,hun-
killing 31 people irnritediately and sending out a dreds of major cities. The DOE claims that this
radioactive cloud that would contaminate waste 'is shipped all the time without incident,

.207,000 square miles and cause 30,000 deaths. but it has never been shipped on this scale
Students at MIT took this anniversary .to (roughly one shipment a day for decades). Not

raise awarene~ about the single most important to mention the fact that there have been at least
nuclear decision to face the American people' four spills in the past requiring cleanup. The
since Eisenhower launched his ironically named, DOE claims that the containers are tested to
"atomS-for-peace" program in 1953, which lead withstand any accident is also patently false.
to the global proliferation of toxic waste and the For instance, the casks are test-burned at 1,475
emergence of second- __ ' degrees for 30 minutes,
generation nuclear pow- but in rural areas the
eIS such as India, Pak- Th fi nearest fire department
istan, and Israel. The' ,e plan calls or up to 77) 000 may be up to two hours
new decision. is about tons 0+waste at Yucca Mountain away and the nearest
Bush's plan to go ahead' :J hazmat team even fur-
with the Yucca Moun- to be sealedfor at least 10) 000 ther. In addition, in July
tain nuclear waste 2000 a train caught fire
depository. years. Qf course little notice is. in a tunnel beneath Bal-

The plan calls for' h fi h h h Jf 1;£ timore and burned for
the. storage of up to gfven to t e act t at tea -!Je four days at tempera-
77,000 metric tons of. ofplutonium is 24) 000 years. tures up to 1,500
waste at Yucca which . degrees. This same tUn-
will be retrievable for ---------------- nel is a possible route
100 years. After that, . for rods coming from
the mountain is to be sealed. for at least 10,000 'the Calvert Cliffs nuclear plant. In addition, the
years. Of course little notice is given to the fact report grossly underestimates the risk of terror-
that the half-life of plutonium, the most danger- ist ~ttack by ignoring many scenarios in which
ous element in high-level w~te given its toxici- the canisters wouldn't survive.
ty and ,its easy use in nuclear weapons, is Of course little is mentioned about the risks
24,000 years and thus even 100,000 years from of packing the spent rods, because ifan accident
now, there would still be enough plutonium in were to occur, the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
Yucca to build 8,500 Nagasaki-style bombs or sion admits that a major fire is possible which
to kill tens of millions of people. could release 25 times more radioactive maten-

Beyond the fact thafthe longest viable gov- al than, Chernobyl. According to Gordon
ernment in human history existed for just. over Thompson, a senior scientist at the Institute for
3,500 years, there are three reasons to oppose .Resource and Security Studies, such a fire could
this plan: the questions as to the suitability of render 29,000 square miles uninhabitable. A
Yucca Mountain, the immense risks of trans- 19.97report by Brookhaven N~tional Labs esti-
porting the waste thousands of miles through mated such an accident would cause more than
hundreds of cities, and 'the fact that Yucca 28,000 cancer deaths and $59 billion in danlage.

'would lead to a golden age for nuclear power Third is the potential for Yucca to revitalize
facilitating widespread proliferation of reactors. the floundering nuclear industry. Currently,

vJ J First, as toJhe suita.bility of Yucca, the' there is only five to ten more years of available,
GAO's own report details more than 300 scien- cheap" on-site storage for nuclear waste. If
tific questions that it feels must be ,resolved Yucca conies online in 2010, it would allow the
before going, ahead with the plan. The govern- current reactors .to continue running until their
ment has not even done a simple environmenW' . licenses expire and for new reactors to be built.
impact analysis to see what 'the consequences of The current reactors are already aging poor-

Khoon Tee Tan

A war of the sexes seems. to have been
brewing right here at MIT over the p~t few
weeks. In tit-for-tat fashion, posters and coun-
'terposters, statements and counterstatements
cram th.e notice boards, vying for your atten-
tion and mine. Quite honestly, I have riever
experienced anything quite like this before,

. not. even at Cambridge University, which is
arguably a bastion of liberal ideals: '

Much of the 'chagrin of the "campus femi-
nists," if you will, h~ to do with what is per-
ceived to be posters demeaning to women,
and such fury has been fueled further by the
"long live the patriarchy" episode at the Class
of 2004 Ring. Premiere. In taking a view that
is wisupportive. of the ladies w~o are iIJSulted
and offended by silly posters and symbolic
insignia, '1 run the risk of being unfairly
labeled as one of the ~'patriarchs." It is a risk
worth .taking for the benefit of sharing an hon-
est, and in my humble opinion, reasonable'
view_ In fact, all I deign to argue 'with is the
manner in which the championing "Ofwomen's
rightS has been carried out with such self-pity
and such narrow focus.

Posters such as those we see around cam--
pus usually serve to advertise an event, or to .
promote a particular point of view. In the case

. of. the posters which rile' some people. to no
end, the fact is that they merely serve as
advertisements of student parties and events .
whi~h are by na~e harmless fun. One may
take a view for or against the use of images of
scantily clad men and women on campus
posters, but no matter what, it is quite obvious
that those posters were not championing the
subjugation of women. If a majority of the
women here held the view that their rights
were not being respected, ,then these events
would have been subjected to massive boy-
cotts without even the need tp .organize any,

- and the posters would have been self-defeat-
, .. ing. But this has not been the .case, precisely

because those who attend such events do.so of
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The Real
Labor Day

OPINION

narrower definition as "faithful adherence to
the sovereign government and its policies" or
"unwavering support for the interests of the
majority," is it reasonable to demand this of all
minorities? Some politicians would nave us
believe it is. Right-wing parties in Europe have
been gaining influence, arguing that immi-
grants do not make an effort to integrate. The
shocking success of Jean-Marie Le Pen in the
first round of the French presidential" elections
confirms this alarming trend.

The France of today is a mosaic of ethnici-
ties and religions. To see the inroads that its
minorities have made, we need look no further
than its football team and its star striker, Zine-
dine Zidane, son of Algerian immigrants. Yet,
politicians like Le Pen bemoan the "lack of
loyalty" within these communities. While a
common national identity might be favorable,
the state must bear equal responsibility in fos-
tering it. Instead of stating the seeming disloy-
alty as a failure of the
minority, it should be
viewed by considering
how society at large has
failed.

India is a case in
point. It is home to over
a billion people, repre-
senting four major
faiths: Hinduism, Islam,
Christianity and
Sikhism. Although
these communities have
co-existed peacefully for much of the country's
history, relations cannot be described as hanno-
nious: Misconceptions are rampant, and there is
a deep-rooted distrust among them. Although
significant gains have been made towards pro-
viding equality of opportunity, prejudices'
remain. In recent years, they have been exacer-
bated by the rise of extremist political organi-
zations that have been fanning the flames of
intolerance in the name of religion.

Last month, this explosive niix engulfed the
state of Gujarat. On Feb. 27, a train carrying
Hindu pilgrims was burned 'by a Muslim mob
in the town of Godhra, foHowing an altercation.
In response to this deplorable incident, riots
ensued throughout the state, whose brutality
and intensity was unlike anything seen in the
history of modem India. Mobs of young Hin-
dus raped, pillaged and killed members of the

It's time we stopped letting
(feminism" be an excuse for
and a shield around hate
and prejudice, stupidity

and ignorance.

Guest Column
Puneet ~ N ewaskar
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Sidestepping Sexism
----------------- survey that fOWld that the further up the career \vould have men believe that the problem, if

Guest Column ladder a woman had risen, the higher her testos- there is one, is the men themSelves - the men
Dawn Ash terone levels had risen," and concludes by say- are the sexist beasts that have to be taught The

ing, "Imagine it: we can be a bunch of compas- feminists would have men believe that the men
sionate, peaceful women, some of whom just should be going out of their way not to acciden-
happen to have penises." tally insult women by being sexist, even to the

Simply put, this is just stupid ..Let's for the point of absurdity. A male friend 'of mine felt
time being ignore her unreferenced "scientific" guilty assuming I could not .lift something
claims and her confusion of correlation and cau- heavy, when in fact I could not; his asswnption
sation. She anthropomorphizes pigmy chim- was correct because I am out of shape. Another
panzees for justification of her hateful politics. male friend of mine once asked me, "But aren't
If someone were to write an exactly parallel all women pro-choice?" upon learning that I
article, explaining how non-pigmy male chim- was pro-life.
panzees frequently beat and rape females, and In contrast, women have the right to say, in
use this as justification for female human subju- classes, that the only way eqUality can exist

gation, the American between the sexes is for men to be castrated and
public would liken its subjugated. The male students take notes' and
author to the Taliban. prepare for the exam.

Dictionary.com Perhaps it reminds' you of this country
defines sexism as "dis- before feminisui, in the other direction, with
criminatory or abusive men being silenced 'instead of women. To'just
behavior towards mem- replace something bad with something different
bers of the opposite is not progress. It's stepping sideways.
sex." That counts as What about a world where of two equally
much if a man slanders qualified candidates, one is hired over the other
a woman for her sex as on the basis of sex? Is that sexism? Of course it
if a woman slanders a is. But feminists would have us "believe that if
man for his sex. the hired candidate is a woman, that such dis-

It's time we unpacked the "feminism" pack- crimination is not sexism but 'justice."
age and took a good look at what's in there. It's In his March 8 statement in response to the

. time we stopped letting "feminism" be an just-released 2002 Reports on the Conlmittees
excuse for hate and prejudice, stupidity and of the Status of Women Faculty, PrOvost Brown
ignorance. Hate is hate, whatever it's being said, "We must redouble our efforts to change
called nowadays, whatever sacred cow it's our environment to one where all Colleagues are
using as a Trojan horse. valued without bias according to either gender

AsWey Johnson was right about one thing or race." I applaud Brown for his efforts toward
she said: "Dumb male jokes have replaced equality, for trying to build a respectful, fair,
dumb blonde jokes." Couldn't happen at MIT? non-sexist MIT community. I am glad ~t the
Wrong. One such list of offensive jokes used to MIT Administration takes this issue seriously.
hang in the Building 4 Coffeeshop, and it would I invite every MIT student" faculty ami staff
still be there today had I not slipped an anony- member to think seriously about this issue. How
mous note under Aramark's door last month. many times have you gone tIllough the cof-
Are MIT students too busy to be offended feeshop and not thought about the jokes? How
nowadays? Do men feel that it is justified, even many times have you heard a sexist song on the
funny, to be told they are stupid, violent crimi- radio, whether it's Blu Cantrell's "Hit 'Em Up'
nalswhodonotcareabouttheirfamilies? Style" or Billy Joel's "She's Always a

One of the greatest achievements of the fem- Woman," and not thought about the lyrics'
inism movement has been to convince men that implications? How many times have you con-
they should not be offended by feminists, fused equality with reverse discrimination?
indeed, that they have no right to be offended ,Women, stop saying hateful things about our
by feminists, that to stand up for themselves is fathers, brothers, husbands and sons. Men, start
sexist, and that to ignore the problem is the best acting like men and stand up for yourselves.
way to deal with it. After all, the feminists . Dawn Ash is a member ofth'e Class 'of 2002.

Last month, I came home to my dorm,
picked up a student publication and, in horror,
read the most blatantly sexist article I have ever
seen in print. What disturbed me the most was
not that someone held these opinions, nor that
someone published them, nor even that MIT
distributed this article on campus. What angered
me most was the passive acceptance with which
many people ignore sexism, the ease with
which MIT students laugh and shrug off
derogatory, hateful
comments aimed at
them and their friends.

Why, I ask; weren't
more students angered
by the article? How
could the student who
wrote it get away with
such denigrating
remarks in a liberal,
intelligent college com-
munity? Why weren't
the targeted students
offended? Why do so many of these students
act as if they feel such slander is justified?

I don't know the answers. Part of the reason,
however, is clear: the sexism was the reverse of
its "traditional" form. Our society has created a
new double standard, at least as disparaging and
ignorant as the old, and one embraced by people
who claim to support equality. 'One in which to
insult women is heresy, and in which to insult
men is condoned.

The article to which I refer is "Banana
Republic: The bonobo feminist utopia," by
AsWey Johnson of Wellesley College, and pub-
lished in Counterpoint this March. The article
calls men "violent," "lewd" and "demeaning,"
and slanders men as unkind, uncooperative,
lacking communication skills and not caring
about family. The author claims that "masculin-
ity had its chance - and it blew it," and asserts
that "The males in our country are the ones who
are committing over eighty percent of our
crimes, bombing countries, and terrorizing
nations." She employs some very dubious sci-
ence as evidence when she claims "Mount Sinai
School of Medicine in New York conducted a

May 1 is the international working class
holiday but the U.S., ''upholder of democracy
for the people and human rights for all," is
one of only two countries that doesn't recog-
nize this workers' day. After all, how can the
U.S. possibly support the commemoration of
the struggle for a cause so "radical" as the
eight-hour work day? On May I, 1886, the
Knights of Labor organized strikes in the U.S.
and Canada calling for an eight-hour work
day. '

However, in Chicago, the police inexplica-
bly attacked striking workers, killing several
and inciting a demonstration the following
day in Haymarket Square in protest of this
unjustified police brutality. Naturally, when a
bomb exploded towards the end when' the
police began to order dispersion, the trade
unionists were easy scapegoats for a state
eager to destroy the labor movement. Eight
were charged, all being sentenced to death
despite the dearth of evidence and a "trial"
where their real crime was fighting for basic
workers' rights. Sadly, just as in nlinois more
than a century ago, the labor rights struggles
continue' here. and around the world as the
global economy has brought about globalized
oppression of the working class. With iiiterna-
tional conglomerates sprawling to countries at
an increasing rate, the race to the bottom has
alarmingly accelerated. The likes of Monsanto
have forced farmers off of their land and into
,an urban hell of meager' wages and probable
unemployment. From that point, brand names
like Nike and The Gap as. well as the ubiqui-
tous superstores like Wal-Mart can get their
merchandise produced at the factories with the
lowest stan~ds for maximum profit because
the workers are desperate enough. Members
of the 'proletariat naturally become more alien-
ated from the production' process and more
expendable as well. With that "economies of
scale" argument accepted as ,yet another
unsubstantiated economic truth ~ is cash

-crop production really more efficient than a
diversified small farm? Has anyone bothered
to check? - the proletariat are caught in the

L 1 TC h L d vicious cycle.ofhuman devaluation:ean.they

____ Qra ty 0 I t e an possibly afford to organize for basic standards
inthe workplace and adequate wages and ben-
efits? The answer is' a bleak no and' there are

minority commun~ty. Perhaps'more shocking no signs of change. _
than the bestiality of all this was the con- So what can you do if labor .injustices on
nivance of the state police and government. the global scale seem ,too much'to tackle?
People begging for help in escaping the mur- Well, Star Market right down the street is
derous mobs were instead led right back 'into crushing' its workers' attempts to form a
them. Chaos reigned for days while the authori- union. J. Sainsbury, the parent company of
ties stood by. In the aftermath of'the riots, Shaw's supermarkets, acquired the Star Mar-.
almost a hundred thousand people are living in ket chain. Subsequently; the Star. Market
refugee camps. Until recently, the state govern- workers'have being trying to organize a union' .
ment offered them half the compensation given under the United Food' and Commercial
to Hindu victims of the train incident, on the Workers, the same one that ,covers many
premise tha~ the latter was a terrorist act, while Shaw's workers ..
the riots'were a "reaction." The chief minister . Unfortunately; the cOmpany haS resorted to
of Guj~rat, ~ho many believe ought to be underhanded, illegal actions resulting in a for-_
indicted for his role in such crimes, is still in mal complaint by the National Labor Rela-
power. Likewise, the extremist groups that. tions Board. What pas the company done?, I~
incited the violence stil' hold sway .. has told workers to not speak ~o.union orga-

The vast majoritY of Hindus condemn the 'nizers. It has monitored workers' organizing
violence directed at minorities, with the same' activities. It. has subjected workers to propa-:-
conviction that they condemn the burning of ganda against the union with meetings and
the train. The bitter trUth is that:when push videos. Workers in other Shaw's uhion stores

came to shove, loyal- have even had their health benefits taken away
ties were fractured as an. example of what happens to those who

- along religious lines fight for their basic workers' rights.
When push came to. shove in and the notion of a "The freedom of association/and protect~on

India IOYrlltiesfiactured alona shared'ideiltity as Indi- ofthe.ri~t to organ~e as well.~ ~e right t~
, • ~ ans, or even human orgamze and collecttv:e. bargammg are core

religious lines and the notion if _beings, disso~ved. This stan~~ set forth by the International Labor
catastrophe should be AssOCIatIon. I beseech you to not let Star Mar-

a shared identity as Indians, Qr a matter of great ket, a place ofpa~onage for most members of

h b,' d' 1 d shame to all Indians the MIT community, blatantly violate theseeven uman. f!tngs, tSSOve.. who have grown up rights and deprive its worKers ,of the basic
believing'in the dream standards of living. Tell Star Market, Shaw's,
of i secular state. Until and J. Sainsbury how you feel about this class'

all .communities are made'to feel safe and struggle in your community rather than aiding
. secure, given equal opportunity and respect, the oppression with your compliant silence.
one cannot begin to speak ofa shared loyalty. It's not fair to deny'rights to those wlio need

These observations a~d lessons are no.t them the most, who must organize with others
unique to France or India. They are very much to have a collective strong enough voice.
applicable to the Unfted States. Brutal race ",Every day is multi-national corporation
riots took place in LQs Angeles as recently as. day in the U.S. Even the supposed-Labor Day
ten years ag<? Several minorities continue to 'in September has evolved mto another excuse
feel marginalized; and much remains to be for department store sales and other venues of
done before all sections of society truly believe consumerism. On this May Day, show your
they have an equal stake in this country. Such a solidarity with the working class around the,
cl~ate is a precondition for the kind of loyalty world who contin'ue to be silenced. You can
some politicians expect, particularly when it start with the Star Market oppressors in your
takes the form of rallying behind the flag for own neighborhood. If talking to the Star Mar-
any and all military campaigns announced by ket management doesn't work, remember that
the administration in its war on terror. I it leases the store space 'from MIT. Let May:

Puneet P. Newaskar is a graduate student Day be.a reminder that despite the best efforts
in the department of Electrical Engineering of corporate America, the class struggl.e will
and Computer Science. never be forgotten .

During the 1998 Soccer World Cup, a small
country called Croatia, ravaged by years of
war, trounced three-time champion Germany in
the quarter-finals. A friend of mine watched the
match glued to her television set in Wiesbaden.
She found the contest particularly intriguing
because of her divided loyalties. Although a
citizen of Germany, she has close family ties
with Croatia and found herself rooting for her
country of origin. Had she been doing the same
in a sports bar filled with die-hard German
fans, her cheers would, at the very least, have
raised some eyebrows.

This is a familiar story for immigrants and
minorities in countries across the globe. India,
for instance, is home to a hundred million Mus-
lims who represent the country's largest reli-
gious minority. In several of its cities, it is
reported that fireworks are set off in Muslim
neighborhoods whenever arch-rival Pakistan (a
predominantly Muslim country) beats India in
cricket. Such celebrations invite the consterna-
tion of some Hindus who expect all Indians,
irrespective of religion, class or creed, to have
an undying "loyalty" to their country. This
question of loyalty, and what it means to mem-
bers of the minority, is a complex issue with
ramifications that extend well beyond the realm
of sports.

A powerful example of this was
Mohammed Ali refusing the draft during the
Vietnam War. There was much hue and cry,
particularly among white Americans who could
not accept, much less comprehend, this appar-
ent disloyalty. But despite being stripped of his
title as the world's heavyweight boxing cham-
pion and threatened with a jail sentence, the
mercurial fighter stood firri1 in his position. Be
refused to take arms against people in a foreign
land who had done him no hann, in defense of
a country that he claimed had denied him and
his forefathers basic civil rights and equality of
opportunity.

How do we define loyalty? In a broader
sense, it could be a commitment to the devel-
opment and welfare of the state you live in. If
so, immigrants and minorities are often equal
contributors to this over-arching goal as doc-
tors, lawyers and athletes. But if you stick to its

. ,
..................................... _ a _ _ _ e. __ _ _ _ ......• -.. _ .. .,
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Paw Bearer Escapes
Hanrard After Chase
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None of the Harvard students
involved could be reached for com-
ment.

Paw's fate uncertain
Fries said he does not intend to

keep the paw, but was unsure to
whom he should give it. The Class of
2004 Ring Committee has already
paid the Campus Activities Complex
$650 for a set of replacement paws.
Dorai was able to raise. $140 of that
sum himself. .

Both Creighton and Dorai sug-
gested placing the paw in some sort
of display case. Dorai added that it
would make a go~d. addition to the
MIT Mpseum. \..

Moral victory overdue
The paw was stolen on March 17

after Class of 2004 Ring Committee
member Amal K. Dorai '04 wore the
beaver suit to Harvard Square, where
an unknown male ran off with it after
Dorai had removed it to climb the
statue of John Harvard.

Several weeks later, Creighton led
a raid on the thieves' dormitory
room, which was aborted when one
of the room's inhabitants returned.

"It was just going pathetically
poo~ly for us before," Fries said. "I
couldn't stand for that.'" .

Dorai was glad' that somebody
was able to retrieve the paw that he
had lost. "He saved a lot of lost digni-
ty," Dorai said.

Creighton was also, pleased with
Fries' successful recovery of the paw.
Creighton said that Fries' success
vindicated his own prior attempt.

"We helped get [Gilligan's] name
out there. I was hoping that someone
else from MIT would be able to get it
back," Creighton said. "I'm glad it
happened. I felt like at least me and
t~e other people weren't complete
failures."

Paw, from Page 1

chatting with the students to stall for
time and wait for an opportunity to
snatch the paw.

"Every now and again a couple
people would leave, so I realized the
longer I kept things going, the better
off I was," Fries said.

Thieves lured outside
Fries said he eventually convinced

the some of the Harvard students to
venture into the chilly, rainy evening
with the paw to pose for photos in
front of the statue of John Harvard.
Fries was surprised that the students
agreed to do so.

"It seemed to me that no one in
their right mind would not suspect a
trap under those circumstances,"
Fries said.

The Harvard students eventually
allowed Fries to hold the paw while
he pretended to arrange a special
camera shot: At that point, said Fries,
he ran offwith the paw.

Duped freshmen give chase
Fries said the freshmen pursue,d

him around Harvard Square. Unfa-
miliar with the area, Fries did his best
to elude the angry Harvard students.
At one point, he found himself stuck
in a cul-de-sac, hidden but unable to
flee further from his chasers who
were gradually closing in.

"When I was in that cul-de-sac, I
realized that I might get the crap
kicked out of me," Fries said. "I'm
thinking to mysel('Wow, I have the
paw in my han~ and I'm about to lose
it.' Itwas' such as bitter moment."

. The Harvard students did not,
however, check the street in which
Fries was hiding; After waiting 20
minutes, Fries left Harvard and made
his w.ay to his brother's apartment in
C~~nm~!9lJ!lf.~'J ....... __ '.1 '
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Petition at Princeton
SelVes as fuspiration

MICHELLE POVINEllI-THE TECH

A banner appeared on the great dome Friday, the 16th anniversary of the Chemobyl accident. The term "Mobile Chemobyls" was
apparently meant to call attention to the risks of transporting nuclear waste to the proposed central storage site In Yucca Moun-
tain, Nev. A billconcerning the site Is currently in the U.S. House of Representatives.

sounds interesting to you,
maybe you're the person we're
looking for. A Peace Corpsvolunteer. Find out. Call us at

PeaceCoqlS.
The rougbat job)'OlilJewr loft.

(Collect) 617-565-5555 x598

maybe a teacher, a mechanic,
or a recent coUegegraduate.

We need someone to join
over 5,000 people already
working in 60developing coun-
tries around the world. To help
people live better lives.

We need someone special.
And we ask a lot. But only be-cause so much is needed. If this

Weneed someonewith the confidence
of a ~1ftYPn11_the dediC3tiOii'ofa marathoner

andthecouqtge of
anexplOfe&

Wehave a unique opportu-
nity for someone very special.

A chance to spend two
years in another country. To live
and work in another culture. To
learn a new language and acquire
new skills.

The person we're looking
for might be a farmer, a for-
ester, or a retired nurse. Or

MICHEllE POVlNEW-THE TECH.

The rock band Junoon, which blends Western rock music with the Sufi styl~ of ~uth Asian mystic music, performed In a "Peace"
concert in Kresge auditorium Sunday. The event was sponsored by PAKSMIT,~and co-sponsors Sangam, the Bangladeshi Students
Association, and the South Asian American Students •.

tion at Princeton had not received a
positive response from the adminis-
tration.

"The administration will not
consider divesting until several
conditions are met," he said. "The
two major conditions are that first
the administration has to see a con-
sensus on campus about this issue,
and second that there exists an
ongoing campaign for this cause
that last at least around two years."

"The administration ought to be
making this decision based on
moral and ethical grounds, and not
procedures. In the early nineties,
Princeton set up procedures to
determine when the university will
divest from a country. They [the
administration], of course, had only
one experience, with South Africa.
I think they weren't expecting to do
it again," he said.

Divestment, from Page I
is not symmetrical at all.

"Divestment will be a long and
slow process, but there are actions
that can be taken which are crucial
and have immediate effects, like the
suspension of arms sales," Chom-
sky added.

Chomsky described the petition
as "opposing U.S. involvement in
an illegal and brutal military occu-
pation," alleging that "systematic
torture has been carried out by the
Israelis against Palestinians in the
occupied territories."

Joshua Angrist, a professor in
economics, said he disagreed with
"the substance of the petition."

"Everybody is entitled to their
views, and it is legitimate for facul-
ty members to circulate and sign
the petition, but I don't believe that
the protest is warranted," Angrist
said. "I suspect that there won't be
much support for this petition. I feel
that this is a very biased, misguided
view."

"My goal for working on the
petition is to open up discussion on
Israeli policy and U.S. support of
those policies in the Middle East,"
Kanwisher said. "I am shocked at
how utterly silent people have been.
The ensuing discussion will be
extremely contentious, but the pur-
pose of academia is to discuss these
issues."

Ken Natayama, a professor of
psychology at Harvard, agreed that
"the conditions listed in the petition
are possibly attainable. The goal is
more educational than political. It is
a way of bringing people together.

"There exists so little informa-
tion about the origins of the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict. The media tilts
towards Israel about twenty to
one," he said.

"I don't know how feasible
divesting is, but keeping the pres-
sure on the university is important.
The intention is not to antagonize
people, but to keep the viewpoint
on the table. There exists very little
discussion at the university of this
issue," Natayama said.
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Princeton admins unmoved
"I hope that MIT and Harvard

won't take any action towards this.
Iwill be surprised if the administra-
tions do react," Angrist said.

Kanwisher admitted that she
"has no idea how the administration
will respond to the petition."

Vincent Loyd, a junior at
Princeton University, said the peti-
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thoughts of different characters when they
themselves are not disposed to speaking.

A good or bad Fosca can make or break
the entire show. Barrett definitely makes the
show with the strength and intensity of her
performance. Fosca's selfishness is appalling,
her sarcasm biting; yet Barrett sings "Loving
you is a not a choice/ It's who I am" with such
a fierce, lonely mezzo soprano that it is
impossible to hate Fosca completely.
Jirousek's bright soprano conveys Clara's
character with the correct amount of cool pret-
tiness. Finally, Foley pulls off Giorgio's
square-jawed, upright perfection as well as
Barrett portrays Fosca's flaws. His Giorgio's
gradual descent from lovelorn innocence into
self-torture is a perfect framework for the
body ofthe story.

Tight musical and dramatic performances
by the supporting cast round out the story and
provide comic relief to complement the seri-
ous events. The actors exhibit varying but
mostly excellent mastery of the highly inteJJi-
gent choreography, which adds a crisp, mili-
tary flavor to many pieces. The clarity, ele-
gance and power of the cast members'
performances rescues the script from its dan-
gerous potential for campiness and makes
Passion a timeless, memorable love story.

-LAURA KOZLOWSKl

David Foley as Giorgio and Leigh Barrett as Fosca in the SpeakEasyTheater Com-
pany production of Stephen Sondheim's Passion.

ried woman, Giorgio's only ill is his good-
ness toward a woman whom he pities. With
his simple gestures of kindness, he unwitting-
ly leads Fosca to fall profoundly, irreversibly
in love with him. Because he is good, he can-
not refuse to help a woman in need, even
after her attentions begin to erode his mental
stability.

The story twists dramatically when Gior-
gio asks Clara to run away and live her life
with him outside the confines of society. Gior-

, gio takes a nosedive into darkness, torn
between the lovely woman he adores but can-
not have, and the strangely compelling wretch
who stalks and worships him. His choices
determine an ending that attests to the strange-
ness and power of romantic love.

Passion conveys complex meanings with
simple elements. The set design makes full
use of minimal props: little. more than beds,
tables, chairs, and benches suffice to create all
the scenery of the show. Sondheim's score

, employs many effective ;eprises.~ "God, you
are so beautiful," Giorgio sings to Clara, and
several scenes later Fosca sings the same
words to Giorgio. "Happiness" is both the first
love song and the last love song, highlighting
the comparison between the two different
women. The soldier's chorus voices the

,

One Flea Spare
A jJfofjern Classii;

ial, do well in highlighting these conflicting dualities of the play.
The entire cast has the emotional involvement and the concentration
to pull off these complex scenes, and the monologues are often
mini-showstoppers.

Yet the cast falters somewhat in the opening scene to Act II, in
which Darcy flirtatiously asks Bunce for details about his previous
relationship with a young boy. Corless successfully captures
Darcy's coyness and growing arousal, but the scene doesn't begin
to explore Darcy's sexual desperation, her disgust at Bunce's homo-
sexuality, or her own feelings of lustful self-degradation.

Likewise Sarwate fully captures Snelgrave's jealousy and lust
for Bunce in the scene in which he asks Bunce for details about
how the sailors relieved their "primal urges" at sea, but elsewhere
represses his jealousy and lust so much that it is undetectable. Gua-
queta's good-natured Bunce doesn't capture the hardened, disillu-
sioned side of the sailor, nor'does Kanamori's Kabe suggest the
character's sadistic ruthlessness so much as his boredom and
unflagging opportunism.

Inits current incarnation, dne Flea Spare, a powerful, challeng- Finicky criticisms aside, the ensemble as a whole excels in their
ing play, finds itself in very capable ,hands. The play, set during roles, p~rticularly Kamenetska, in the manic, mysterious role of
the Great Plague of 1665, concerns a wealthy couple, the tyran- Morse .. Kamenetska's portrayal suggests an exquisitely ,drawn,
nical William Snelgrave (Anand D. Sarwate '0 I) and his - grotesque Goya caricature. Kamenetska's dynamic, foreign Morse,

unloved wife Darcy (Virginia L. Corless '05), whose 28~day quar- isn't s~ much a girl of 12 as Ophelia's half-mad sister, with her
antine in their boarded-up house is almost complete. wide, flashing eyes; hushed whispers; and feigned innocence. When

Their quarantine is extended for an addition~l 28 days when, , Kamenetska as Morse plays with her c1oth-and-stick dolls, one is
two vagrants, the heroically stalwart sailor Bunce (Camillo R .. tempted to cross himself, and when she babbles ecstatically about
Guaqueta '03) and a knowing 1)-year-old girl named Morse who birds and angel~ without feet one finds himself searching the ~or-
claims to be the daughter of a similarly wealthy but deceased cou- ners of the stage for huddling masses of frightened Puritans.
pIe (Masha 'Kamenetska '05), 'invade their home in the nigh,t. The production does its best to clarify the important parts oJ
Rounding out the cast is Kabe (Daniel F. Kanamori '05), the bored the musicafIy poetic text, which is often as dense as Shake-
.and often crude guard assigned to watch the Snelgrave house. speare's. Wallace's onslimght of motifs and symbols is disconcert-

_ ,Inspired by the L.A. riots of 1992, Wallace tweaks classic ing, and at the beginning of the play Jones effectively comple-
desert island and love triangle cliches into tense scenes which ments the text with clear Brechtian gestures. The gestures are
exploit all the possible permutations of the five characters and accompanied by almost overly careful enunciation from the
examine, cultural as well as deeply personal themes. Yet to say that ensemble. The total effect of this stylized presentation is the
Wallace's play merely explores issues of class division and gender appropriate, ~ableau-like quality of each of the episodes. It is a
relations would be to completely discount the intense' emotions in pity that these gestures aren't continued or use.d consistently
the work. Wallace beautifully expands the paradoxical conceit of throughout the rest ofthe play ..
"The Flea," a poem in which Donne says that a flea should be In the end, the audience is left with a horde of questions about
spared because his blood and the blood of his beloved become min- possible interconnections between scenes in the highly complex
gled and married within its body. Each ,scene is as richly layered play. Perhaps it is just as well that Jones's production doesn't fully
and double-edged as Do~e's poem. illuminate Wallace's text. One Flea Spare is clearly a play that'

Wallace explores the ways love, death, disease, and class inter- deserves multiple readings and viewings, and certain.ly no produc- r

act in, for example, the simultaneously amusing, and foreboding tion could completely portray all of its delicious complexities. The
scene in which Snelgrave takes delight in "throwing History tem- director and ensemble's presentation of a fair number of its com-
porarily off course" by forcing Bunce to take a break from cleaning plexities, as well as the'consistently outstanding set design, certain-
the floor and wear his shoes, made of fine "gentleman's" leather. ly make 'this production of Wallace's fine play more than worth-
The director and the superb cast, all uniformly attuned to the mater- while as it is.

By F.red Chol
.. ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR

One Flea Spare
Kresge Little Theater
May 2-4, 8 p.m.
Written by Naomi Wallace
Directed by Daniel Alexander Jones
With Anand D. Sarwf}te 'OJ, Virginia L. Corless '05, Camillo R.
Guaqueta '03, Masha Kamenetska 'O~, Daniel F. Kanamori '05

" THEATER REVIEW ,

By Sandra M. Chung
ARTS EDITOR

p,assion ;-
Boston Center for the Arts
April 26-May 18,2002
Music and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim
Directed by Paul Daigneault
Music conducted by Paul S. Katz
Lighting Design by C. Scott Ananian G
Withjulie Jirousek, David Foley, Leigh Bar-
rett, Sean Roper, J. T. Turner, Brian Robinson

PassiOn
An I~lian Tale ofLove
And Obsession

"THEATER REVIEW

<~

Wrile lor Ans

CONCERT REVIEW

St. Matthew
Passion
Hogwood Directs G.EE.
Bach Classic
By Jonathan Richmond
ADVISORY BOARD

'St. Matthew Passion by C.P.E. Bach
Harvard University Memo~ial Church
,Harvard University Choir
Murray Forbes Somerville, Choirmaster
Harvard Baroque Chamber Orchestra
Conducted by Christopher Hogwood
April 26, 8:00 p.m. Iginia Ugo Tarchetti's obscure novel Fosca

is a different sort of love story, borrowing

l1e1789 St. Matthew Passion by from both real historical context and the
C.P.E. Bach, a work of great color simple fairy tale Beauty and the Beast.

, and depth, was performed with poise The 1981 Italian movie Passione D 'Amore, a
. '-and poignancy by Harvard's Univer- nominee at the Cannes Film Festival, captures

sity Choir,and Baroque Chamber Orchestra Fosca on film. Stephen Sondheim's Passion is
under' guest conductor Christopher Hogwood a riveting musical interpretation of Tarchetti' s

,last Fridaynight. ' story that, in 1994, won a Tony Award for
I found drama and meaning in solo pas- Best MusicaL The SpeakEasy theater compa-

sages through the extraordinary orchestra, ny's production of Passion makes the most of
whose serene and natured sense of ensemble a show that could, in less 'capable hands, turn
continually. ca~t light on the work. Alto 'into a bad soap opera.
Suzanne Ehly sang the No.6 aria with'a nic~ Passion is set in the tiny Italian town' of,

,feel for the ~ords, but with uncertainty'and Parma in ,the year 1863, just after the unifica-
incomplete clarity. The strings (modern tion of the country and the formation of a

, instruments played with baroque bows)~ national army. The social context is strict
however, w.ere animated, while the period patriarchy. Wife or ,daughter: these are the
wind instruments, with their characteristic. only choices for a woman in 1860's Italy. As

,penetrating woodsy sounds, were played with trUe love, there is no in-between.
adeptly, hig~lighting the plangent mo~ful- Fosca (Leigh Barrett), a homely, tortured
ness of the music. Th~ strings played a cen- woman, lives in the Parma military outpost
tral:role in the No. "'9 ba'ss aria, evoking under the auspice of her compassionate
tragedy and sweetness. Soprano Jean Denton coUsin, Colonel Ricci (Sean Roper). The cruel
did not project adequ"ately in the No. 19 aria, hand of fate has left her without husband or
but there was no end to coloration from the father. 'Frail and prone to sickness, she shuts
orchestra. herself in her room and whiles away the delay

None of the four p.rincipal soloists . between birth and death by reading books.
seemed" quite comfortable with the .rarely Giorgio (David Foley), a handsome major,

- performed score. Their singing wascompe-' longs to be in;"Milan with his love Clara, the
j tent7i{itd occasionaliY~pioDing:but' iiisuffi~. ~young, beautiful wife of another. man. But he
_cientIy"ilIuminating otthe" emotional intrica- must languish in the remoteness of the Parma

cies of the piece, and their diction was often outpost ("This is Hell"), where he wins loyal-
off the mark. The fifth solo ,part, Pilate, sung. ty and respect from his soldiers while pouring
by a member of the University Choir; Neil his soul into the love letters he exchanges

. Davidson, .was the.t~e most successful dra-, wit~ Clara ("F~ewell Letter;" "Sunrise Let-
maticaUy. ,'Davidson's. voice was harshly ,teI"). Othe~ than his involvement with a mar':'
threatening"~a~...ePilate' aske~l Jes~s;' "Db' you
not hear how strongly they accuse you?" In
a serio~s-tone PiJate .asked'the, crowd to

, choose either BarrabaS' or Jesus for release.
With firm intent he asked what should be
done with Jesus. After the crowd demanded
crucifixion, Davidson's Pilate turned sor-
rowful as he inquired with remarkabJe
pathos,"But what evil has he done?"

The choir, with its flexible' and well-
articulated voices, was superb in the intense-
ly solemn "0 Jesu Christe, Gottes Sohn"
(No: 2) and in the contemplative and beauti-

,ful'''Ach, ich und meine Siinden," which
reflects on the consequences of sin. Playing
the part of the crowd demanding crucifixion,
the choir spelled out the words with bite
(aided by unsettling effects produced by the
winds), nimbly moving to sighing amaze-
ment at the punishment demanded in the'
choral con stromenti, where reproachful,
strings accented their sorrow.

The No. 23 chorale, with a theme of the
suffering of the innocent, brought yet more
intensity, with'the "chorus lost in mournful
expression, and balm somehow produced in
the eloquence of the orchestra. The 'No. 27
chorus, aboue redemption through suffering,
was sung with intimacy: tragic and uplifting
at the same time. Rarely can pain be made to
feel so sharp and yet so grief-transcendent.

Choirmaster Murray S9merville obyi-
ously understands the power of the human
voice. He drew the' best out of an outstand-
ing group of choristers; he als'o' provided a
colorful organ part. Christopher Hogwood'
brought, tile whole performance tog~ther
with a sense of seamlessness, revealing the

..details while ensuring the logic 'of the
whole.



An excited crowd cheers Sugar Ray at last Friday's Spring Weekend Concert.

CONCERT REVIEW

Sugar Ray and the,Spin Doctors
A Strong Comeback and UnexpectedMetdf . ~~

Sugar Ray frontman Mark McGrath and bassist Murphy Karges.

By Pey-Hua Hwang
STAFF WRITER

Sugar Ray
Johnson Athletic Center
April 26. 2002

This year's Spring Weekend concert fea-
tured Sugar Ray and the Spin Doctors.
Johnson was set up differently than it
was for last year's show, which featured

The Roots and Blues Traveller with the stage
front perpendicular to the bleachers instead of
facing the bleachers. However, the crowd was
nonplussed by waiting in the line which started
right outside the building and stretched all the
way down the football field for well over an
hour in fall-like chilliness to get in.

The Spin Doctors played both of their radio
hits, "Little Miss Can't Be Wrong" and "Two
Princes," and filIed the rest of their set with
songs that ranged from funk to hard rock. Plen-

ty of time was also devoted to showcasing the
talents of the gUitarist, bassist, and drummer,
who lead singer Chris Barron introduced
repeatedly.

However, while the music didn't lack in
energy there seemed to be something missing.
Perhaps the songs needed more lyrics and less
chorus, the backgrounds needed more variation
or the lead singer's dance moves seemed more
goofy than charismatic. However, one must
give credit to a band that can sing "yo mama's
a pajama" with straight faces.

The Spin Doctors haven't toured together
for seven years, and their comeback certainly
deserved of the positive audience response. In
fact, some attendees of the concert left at the
intermission saying that they had come to see
the Spin Doctors and weren't interested in
Sugar Ray.

After a half-hour set change Sugar Ray took
the stage. They opened with the lesser-known

but energetic "Glory," which had lead singer
Mark McGrath bouncing about the stage like a
pogo stick gone wild~ Then after some obliga-
tory acknowledgements to MIT and the Spin
Doctors the band went right into "Falls Apart"
with some not-so-subtle word changes such as
"MIT's wasted" and "the six's are wasted,"
provoking cheers and whistles from the audi-
ence. They continued with three songs from
their newest album: "Answer the Phone,"
"Under the Sun," and "When It's Over." Each
song was played with a hard-rock character
that contrasted with the pop feel of the albums.

Between songs McGrath and the other
members of the band acted out little skits and
said things like, "How about some love for the
dumb rock guy?" This ruse was rather comical
the first time but started to get stale after being
used multiple times throughout the ,rest of the
show. '

They dedicated "Fly" to the men and

NATHAN COLLINS- THE TECH

women serving in Mghanistan and also to Lisa
"Left Eye" Lopes of TLC" who was recently
killed in a car accident Nearly all of the.John- ,
son crowd was jumping, dancing, and waving
arms in the air. During "F.ly~~'McGrath also
went into the audience and got two flustered
audience members to smg,into the microphone
while the crowd around him screamed 'their
support.

McGrath retired from the stage for "Wait-
ing," a completely acolistic number performed
by the guitarist, bassist, and a drummer also on
acoustic guitar. "Waiting" was 'well-done, and
the calmest piece of the eveniiIg. ,One might go
so far as to say the guitarist who did the lead 0

vocals on this piece and all the back -up vocals.
on the other songs had a better voice than
McGrath, if not the same charisma.

Following the calm, McGrath came back on
stage and Sugar Ray performed "RPM" and
"Mean Machine" from their older, lesser-
known albums Floored and Lemonade and
Brownies, respectively. These two pieces were
as close to heavy metal as the pop band would
get. "Mean Machine" had a brief interlud~ dur-

o ing which DJ Homicide came to the front of
the stage and worked the cro'wd a bit, saying
"Where my dogs at?" 'and "Where.my ladies
at?" before McGrath, w~o had left the stage for
a breather, returned and joined him for a 30-
second cover of the Bloodhound Gang's "The
Bad Touch." ,

After the heavy metal interlude it was time
to return to the tried-and-true hit, "Someday"
after which the band exited the stage to raucous
applause. They came back with an encore of
••Iron Mic," 'another hard rock number. Then
they brought two' audience members on stage
for some impromptu karao~e and verbal
smackdown by McGrath. The evening ended
with a short-,,-versionof "Every ~o1)1ing," dur..,.
ing which Chris Barron joined McGrath in
acknowledging each others', bands and the
crowd dispersed like a happy mob.

The Spring Weekend concert was a blend
of jamming rock riffs and a more polished,
choreographed performance style that featured .
more direct audience and band member interac-
tion. At one point McGrath 'remarked to Bar-
ron, .'We'li be opening for you soon."- S~gar
Ray may have had bigger set pieces and a liigh-: '"
tech turntable for their DJ, but'watching the'Q>'"
audience reaction to ••Little Miss Can't Be
Wrong" would make one wondef'ifMcGrath's
comment might not be true.
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Spin Doctors gulta~ist, Eric Schenkman, Sugar Ray frontman Mark McGrath, and Spin Doctors vocalist Chris Barro~ at Friday's Spring Weekend Concert.

Class Wars draws small crowd
,Participation in Class Wars, a series of com-

petitions held on Saturday, was not as great as
organizer Reuben L. Cummings '04 expected.
He estimates that. "a couple hundred" people
attended the event. .

MICHELLE POVINELLI-THE TECH

Shadow puppets from. the) Association of
Indonesian students were on display at I-
Fair last Friday ~n Kresge Oval.

Junoon Rocks Sold-out Crowd in Kresge .CONCERT REVIEW.

Spring Weekend, /rom Page 1 . "A lot of people were there for .the barbecUe '. AX"0Ltp
----------------- and a lot of them stayed to watch the Class
. - a concert," he said. Wars. It was really tough to get people to actu- S

However; Kwei said "It was worth my - ally participate," he said. ync
money.'~ For many of the events, participants were

JonaS and Majumdar do not yet know if the recruited from the audience. '
concert raised extra seed money to supplement "An ~0u.ncement w~ mad~ to get audi- Annual Skin/est Brings
next year' s conc~rt funds. The tickets were ence partIcIpatIon," Cummmgs saId. ' .
priced so thaf,the'committee would break even. The participants and attendees of the Class Laughs Music
The only way for extra money to be raised is if Wars were asked to wear theirdass colors. '
a "disproportionately large number" of non- "The only people who wore their colors By Pey-Hua Hwang
MIT students purchased tickets. , were the grad students," Cummings said. The _ST._il_FF_'_VR_IT_E_R _

"We certainly will break even," Jonas said. graduate students won the Spirit Award, while Lip Sync
Concert security was another aspect of the the Class of 2004 won Best Overall. A trophy . Sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega

concert. that impressed both the co-chairs and honoring their achievement will be displayed in April 25, 2002
the management of the bands.-Security was 'the Student Center.

, handled by both MIT Police and student volun- Cummings isn't sure, if Class Wars will Students braved freezing rain to fill the
teers. An outside company ran the metal detec- occur next year. rIX1E-THE TECH bleachers of the Johnson Athletic cen-
tors. No one was asked to leave the concert and "Planning for this weekend has taken up a Interfraternity Council President Andrew ter for Alpha Chi Omega's 14th
there were no reported security problems. lot of my time from classwork and everything T. Vue '03 gets dunked at the Panhel- Annual Lip Sync. The 15 acts included

"Sugar Ray has been on a world tour. Their else. It depends on what else I have going on lenle; Association's Spring Weekend Car- 12 competing acts and three acts done by the
tour manager remarked that security up front at and if I have more help," he said. nivallast Saturday. sisters of Alpha Chi Omega, several audience
the barricade was great," Jonas said. Nduka Enemchukwu '05 participated in the participation contests between the acts, and a

However, Majumdar said that complaints tug-of-war. "This concert was to show that young pea- local band which played before the acts start-
had been expressed regarding the long lines out- "The Class War was cool," he said .. pIe transcend [the clash of cultures]. We all ed and at intermission. For Reasons Unseen
side of Johnson before the concert. Concert- ' ~ --., ~$ ...... ~ want to share ~the message that we [young pea- " featured strong guitar and clear live vocals
goers were required to pass through metal MaCGreg~_;gets ~prung pIe] are all one:' said B,ilal Zuberi G, one of the .unlike the "lip sync" which would follow.
detectors before entering the arena, and only The MacGr~gor "Get sprung" party boasted organizers of the ev~nt.' ~ .' The first half of the show kicked off with a
three metal detectors were supplied for approxi~' three dance<fl~rs.with different styles ofmu~ic "It'was a great example'o.funity and.diversi- spoof of "Hero" by Alpha Chi Omega and
mately 3,000 people .. playing at.each;.liip-liop, tecl).no, .and break- ty,:' said, ~iz R Hassanali '02, another event continued with show tunes, Missy Elliot and

"I apologize thaLthe line was long, but it .dancinipv~re ~ll featured a1 the party.' . planner. various medleys, as well as recUrring sexual
was out of our control," Majumdar said. "A Jpt or'People liked the. breakdancing,'.' ~ Zuberi said that the band was thrilled with innuendo, random stripping, a "Hottest Guy at

said -~ePti .rt Melita-'04: an organizer of "Get their MIT peIformance .. T ' MIT" push-up contest, and a "How Well Do
Sprung.". ~ ..., '.' . '. ' ''They loved it. They are'actually now think- You Know the Logs?" competition. The high-

The cro~d ~n't as large as the'org~~e~' ing of doing a CD. of concerts at colleges light of the -first half was a tightly executed
had exPected;' '''''. ~ ~ ~, This was the best show they've ever done in the dance 'under the title "Sync or Swim Part II:

"It was sl0'Y!in the beginning. From. 12 V.S: ... It went perfect,; It was a sbld-out ~how. The Drowning," which won the prize for Best
[midnight]~oriwardsit went r~ally WEll. We Everyone loved it," Zuberi said .... Choreography.
ex~cted more than-what we bad," Mehta saia ... Zuberi expected aPRroximately 600 concert- The winner for Best Small Group was a
Despite the low riiinibers, Mehta says' that "Get goers.' Instead: all I, I00' seats of Kresge. were , clever parody of MIT students living in lab
Sprung" will.be he.ld again !lext year. ' q,lled with students .from MIT and many oilier' called "This Guy.Goes to Lab." The piece

However~'I don't kriow if it'll be [during] collegc::sip the region, including Wellesley Col- incorporated' songs ranging from "Great Balls
. Spring'Weekend,'~hesaid." - '. lege'and tolumbia University. Zuberi estimates of Fire" to "Proud Mary." The final.prize win-

"I liked the dance floor outside," said Enem-" that the concert will raise a few thousand"dollars ner from the first half (Funniest Act) was a
chukw\!, who attende~ the party.-He Said that it .for SOS Children's Villages .. ~ . u titodified version of ~'A Secretary 'is' Not a
allowed for more sp~ce and cooled down the ' ZuberCwis,hes/that:th~:c~)Jl&rt could have Toy" from How to Succeed'in Business With-

. crowd: ' .:. ~. " . '.y,t ~~ ,,~ ~'enheld in a larger venue. _, out Really Trying. Th~ Next Act skit made fun
~ < .'\, -...:;' ~'I'would have done it [held the concert] in a of Wellesley students and fraternities.'

Junoon r~cks~esge much.bigger hall because we sold out. That T!.1e second .half began with yet another
Junoon, ca~led."the U2 of Pakistan:' by' The means that there were people outside who Alpha Chi Omega act. The brothers of Sigma

New York Times,- successfully finished off coiJldn't get in. We had the interest, we just did- ' Nu won Best Overall Act with their number,
Spring Weekend with a sold-out show in ~es- n't have the logistics," he said. He lamented that. which was set to the soundtrack of the movie
ge Auditorium on Sunday evening. The concert more ~nding could not ~e obtained' from the Pulp Fiction and had costumes, set changes,
was sponsored,by PAKSMIT (pakistani Stu- Institute to subsidize the cost of the concert. dance numbers, and even' gratuitous fake
dentS at MIl), and the proceeds will' go to SOS This would have 19wered the .ticket price and blood. Upon winning, Howard F. Chan '04" ,
Children's Villages in Pakistan. The orga'niza- thus made the concert more accessible to the attributed the success.to a team effort. "Ws~~
tion sets up 'villages for orphan children. Surro- general public. Z!l~ri said that this would have g~eat that we w,ori~best act.. '" we couldn ...'t _
gate mothers'are trained to ra'ise and provide allowed people who may 'not be big fans of .,' . - ......
support for the chi~~n; Junoon to attend the concert. - Up Sync, Page 12

~.
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By Sandra M. Chung.
ARTS.EDITOR

Written by Charlie Kaufman
Directed by Michel Gondry
Starring Tim'Robbins, Patricia Arquette,Rhys
!fans
Rated R

Qeastly Notions
Of CiviliZation

Satire of Wolfensohn Decision Captures R REVI~** .

,!!~~~geqreativ~~o~~e:P~~~o~~~~!~~~i~JL~mGuys N:r;:;:
---------------- eral parody/satire on the whole world and and Dolls was also charmingly executed. If
have done if it weren't for all the efforts that U.s. trade market,': said Chris J. Emig '04. In the category of most skin existed, however,
all the brothers and friends of the house have their excitement, however, some of the broth- the' winner would not be "Hot Boyz," the
put in," he said. ers accidentally knocked down the scaffolding Dance Troupe-style performance given by

Another impressive act and major crowd holding up the curtain behind the stage. The the Alpha Phi 2005 pledge class, but "Luck
pleaser was Most Creative Act winner "It's a scaffolding was quickly repaired but not with- be a Lady Tonight" by Phi Delta Theta fresh-
Small World," by Phi Sigma Kappa. "It's a out cat calls from the audience. men, who ended the number wearing nothing
Small World" was a clever satire inspired by Some acts that were not formally recog- but their boxers and tape on their backs that,
the controversy over the selection of James D. nized also got positive audience reaction. spelled out "Phi Delta Theta loves Alpha Chi
Wolfensohn for commencement speaker. The "Wanted: Prince Channing," done by the sis- Omega.'" _ ,
skit also paid tribute to Austin Powers and ters of Sigma Kappa, was also cleverly pack- Lip Sync was perhaps not a'talent scout's
Mortal Kombat. "Basically the idea came aged, displaying the stages of love through a treasure chest. It was, however, a night ofpos-
from Lance Tamashiro in the wake of the series of dances to music ranging from Dis- itive energy and a pleasant diversion from the
commencement speaker decision because it ney soundtracks to hip hop. A solo perfor- usual Thursday night problem set crunch. '

WENDYGU-TH~ TECH
Abigail Adams (Ana M. Alblr '04) chides John Adams (Stuart A. Stanton G) for spending too much time at the Continental
Congress during "Piddle, Twiddle, and Resolve" from the musical :1776. The MIT Coricert Choir performed theatrical music
for its spring concert Saturday night In Kresge.

--

Like that of most smart, talented film
stars, Tim Robbins' career has had
.some particularly steep ups and downs.
He has ,starred in some profoundly'

memorable plovies (The Shawskank Redemp-
tion) and some painfully awful ones (Mission
to Mars). The 'latest Tim'Robbins film takes
the form of a cynical, amoral comedy that is
closer to 'the flavor of The Hudsucker Proxy
than that of1.Q. The' new filmis tongue-~-
cheek title, Human Nature, refers'to a twisted
mockery of modern, scienc~ and modern
humanity a la Brave New World. It's hard to
say whether this. movie will be considered

. obscure and awful, or so ridiculous it's enter-
taining. , .

An alabaster-skinned Tim, Robbins wear-
ing a snow-colored suit in an all-white room
recounts the tale behind the bullet hole in his
ashen forehead. The story begins with a
naked, hairy woman frolicking ~ong friend-
ly woodland creatures .. Lila (Patricia
Arquette), a "nature Writer," gets closer to her
subject by, living for weeks in a tent. in the for-
est. With a.body rendered abnormally hairy by
an hormonal ,disqrde~,- she takes refuge from
the cruel stares 'of-ner fellow humans in the
solitude of wild living. " <

Upon her return to civilization, Lila makes
an, appointnient with .....eT"friend Louise (Rosie

. Perez), who lends an ear to Lila's woes and an
electrolysis needle, to her,f~ll~cle~~.\Yhen Lila
expresses a longing for a sensitive,'" intelligent

" companion, Louise sets her up on a date ,with
, 'Nathan, one of her therapist brother's pati~nts.

Nathan's dysfunctional childhood in an
exceedingly stuffy household has left him
obsessed with the finer points of civility and
table manners. His first few encounters 'with'
Lila's savage etiquette nearly unravel his frag-
ile composure (she talks with .food in her
mouth; he looks close to tears):Y~t something
clicks" betWeen the desperately' fonely social
misfits, and with the' help of a gigantic razor
and plentifuJ shaving cream, they Iall into the'
comfortable, rhythm of a romantic relation-
ship.

One day while hiking together in a forest,
Nathan and Lila come upon a feral man(Rhys
Ifans) living in total ignorance of civilization.
Nathan, an experimental psychologist, quickly
seizes the o,nce-in:..a-lifetime opportunity to
cultivate etiquette in a completely wild human'
being. He and his vivacious French assistant
(Miranda' Otto) put the wild man, dubbed
Puff, through a series of lessons intended to
mold the savage into an'impeccably dressed,
well-mannered gentleman.

The arrival of Puff disrupts Lila and
Nathan's quasi-idyllic home life. Tender-
hearted Lila objects tei the use of Puff as an
experimental subject. She also feels neglected
as Nathan's lab work begins to take over his
life. It's likely the vivacious French assistant _
has something to do with that, and Lila begins
to suspect as much. The' ensuing m~ss of pas-
sion, betrayal, midgets, and revenge-lead one
to wonder whether civilization has, made the
savage less human, or if-civilized humanity is
really more savage than we realize. '
, Human Nature relies so heavily on its out-

rageo'us screenplay that everything else is
more or less irrelevant so long as the .lines are
read straight up. All the characters are fairly
simple caricatures whom the actors seem to
enjoy portraying immensely. Arquette cuts her
innocent, curvaceous sex appeal with Lila's
weird hairiness and desperation. Robbins ali
Nathan simplY,looks confused and conflicted.
!fans proudly spends half his screentime
naked and hooting and the other half speaking
and moving with exaggerated.poise.

Human Nature has a very narrow target
audience. It's not for conservative_highbrow
viewers or psychologists who take their work
so seriously as to be offended. by the idea of
teaching mice to eat their salads with the out-
ermost fork. Yet it's also impossible to fully
appreciate it without considering the very seri-
ous intellectual debate over whether clothing
and sophisticated machinery have really made
man any better off at alt'. , -

~..
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOL(JGY
@ 26-100
8:00 PM Tuesday,
April 30, 2002

FREE ADMISSION
while passes last*
INFO?: call 258-8881 • Isc@mit.edu
* Passes available in Lobby 16 at 6 PM the
day of the show.
Passes required. Seating is limitedand not
guaranteed. Please arri'{eearly.
10 required, No one under the age of 17 will be admitted
without parent or legal guardian.

Presented in association with LSC.

P~Q.

FREE ADVANCE SCREENING, 0/

mailto:Isc@mit.edu
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Dilbert@ by Scott Adams
... AND THAT'S WHY ~ BUT YOU ARE TOO i AND
I NEED A MANAGE- '0

DISTRACTED TO HERE WOULD "NO"g
BE ANMENT DECISION. j MAKE AN INFORMED IT
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:: ANYTHING~ WILL BE RANDOM.
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I JUST FOUND OUT ~ ALL WE CAN DO NOW CAN 'YOU ' '"(;

THAT THE COMMITTEE g IS HUM "WEST SIDE TEACH ME. "\ .....
ACROSS THE HALL IS ! STORY" AND HAVE A HOW TO
DOING THE SAME j DANCE-FIGHT. HUM?
THING WE ARE. \.

'-
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E i SORRY. I'LL DING MY-ALICE I WRITE A ~ WHAT WILL OUR(;

PERFORMANCE @ SEVEN LAYERS OF SELF FOR THAT ON MY
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TO SIGN. ~ MANAGE MYSELF? fIND ME, HAVE
CAROL SIGN :.-::-
MY NAME.
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IT looKS
So EASy
IN THE

coMIC BooICS!

by Bill Amend

MARCUS AND I ARE
D'lESSlNu uP FoR THE
MoVIE THIS WEEKEND.

\

SPIDER-MAN! SPIDER-MAN!
SToP lEA'iIN<:. oUT THE.

H'l'f'HEN! ARE You PEoPlE
TR"11NG To MAleE M£

CLiMe THE WALLS?!
\ " "

WOIl'lCINu
oN M'(

SPIOER-M-'N
CoSTUME.

FoxTrot

summer sublet In central square
FULLY FURNISHED DESIGNER TOWNHOUSE WITH A SKYLIGHT

Sporls+Sderwe

12 God of war
13 Velvety flora
18 Percussion instrument
19 Chills
24 Has to
25 Combine
27 Passport endorsement
29 Let go of
31 Irritated
32 Ballpoints
33 Dealer's delivery
34 Early Peruvian
35 Toward shelter
36 Flat-bottomed boat
38 Charity
39 Cart used for haulage
44 Verdi opera
45 Madam
47 Aquarium favorite
49 Thick
51 ''The Hobbit" character
52 Picture in picture
53 Molecule building block
54 Cleave
55 Mop
56 Level
58 Refrain start
59 Wharton deg.

'NdUdien•We make fJiem look good.

News + Plwtogmphy +Features +Arls +

46 Elevator man
48 June 6, 1944
50 Oriental sash
53 Bowed
550ffed
56 Castor or Pollux
57 Battle imaginary

enemies
60 Above
61 St. Louis eleven
62 Bathysphere explorer
63 City near Phoenix
64 French cleric
65 Specialized vocabulary

DOWN
1 Cellist Casals
2 Register: var.
3 Impending danger
4 Docile
5 Lanka
6 Paradigm
7 Put everything on the

line
8 Medieval weapon
9 Everyone

10 Pelvic bones
11 That man can drink!

ACROSS
1 Pains in the neck
6 "My Friend _"

10 Put-up job
14 Hosni's predecessor
15 Clock face
16 Dynamic beginning?
17 With 37A, this puzzle's

theme
20 Conventional wisdom
21 Profligate
22 Crude
23 Aged
24 _ over (study)
25 Pod pals?
26 Egg
28 Altar vows
30 Horned viper
33 Stereos
35 '60s hairstyle
36 Cap on a cane
37 See 17A
40 Amateur sports org.
41 Bound forward
42 Parts
43 Waterway barrier
44 Grace ending
45 Weep noisily

2 bedroom, 1.5 bathrooms, living/dining room, deck, kitchen. dishwasher, washer/dryer,
1200 sq. tt.; localed 1.5 blocks tram T: Red Line & Bus, 1.5 blocks tram slores .

$2000 per month' June-August. Call 617/497-2638
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Events Calendar appears in each issue of The Tech and features events for members of the Mil community. The
Tech makes no guarantees as to the accuracy of this information. and The Tech shall not be held liable for any loss-
es. including, but not limited to, damages resulting from attendance of an event.
Contact information for all events is available from the Events Calendar web page.

Visit and add events to Events Calendar online at http://events.mit.edu
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Events Calendar

Tuesday, April 30

12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. - Overview of Purchasing on the Web Quick Start. This demo inte-
grates all aspects of using SAPweb for purchasing including requisitioning external vendors,
internal providers and preferred partners. In this session we will introduce the SAPweb req-
uisitioning form, the new online catalogs and purchasing procedures for buying from pre-
ferred partner vendors, including Office Depot, VWR, BOC Gases and NECX. We will demon-
strate how the new online ordering system interfaces with SAPweb and we will talk about
how this new process differs from the ECATpurchasing process. Room: N42 Demo. Spon-
sor: Information Systems.
12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. - Infant-Toddler Child Care Briefing. An introductory discussion for
expectant parents and those new to parenting or child c~re, covering types of care, costs,
finding and evaluating care, and parental leave. Pre-registration is required. Free. Room:
Family Resource Center (16-151). Sponsor: Family Resource Center.
12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. - Cornelius Vennuyden, Royal Hydrographer. Dibner Institute
Lunchtime Colloquium. Free. ~oom: E56-100. Sponsor: Dibner Institute.
2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. - A Particle Method and"Adaptive Treecode of Vortex Sheet Motion
In 3D Flow. Refreshments will be served at 3:30 p.m. in Room 2-349. Free. Room: Room
2-338. Sponsor: .Physical Mathematics Seniinar~ Department of Mathematics.
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - MR VLSI Seminar Series. CMOS Scaling: Engineering challenges
and Physical roadblocks. Free. Room: 34-101. Sponsor: MTL VLSI Seminar ..
4:15 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. - GR Seminar. Unsteady Separation Point Injection for Pressure

"Recovery Improvement in High Subsonic Diffusers. Free. Room: 31-161. Sponsor: Gas Tur-
bine Laboratory. " "
4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. -Inter-Unlverslty Committee on International Migration. "'Brain Cir-
culation' and the Globalization of Entrepreneurship: Evidence from Silicon Valley." Free.
Room: CIS Conference Room - E38-615. Sponsor: Center,Jor International Studies.,
6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. -: Toastmasters@MIT Evening ~eetlngs. Room 5-134. Free. Spon-
sor: Toastmasters.
6:30 p.m. - "Installation and Architecture.'; Architecture lecture by IIya and Emilia
Kabakov, artists, New York. Free. Room: Rm 10-250:' Sponsor: Department of Architecture.
6:30 p.m. -:-Lag B'Omer BBQ Be ~abbalah Fest. ~ark the Jewish holiday of Lag B'Omer
with a barbecue and kabbalistic-inspired'games in Ashdown Courtyard. Rain location in Ash-
down Dining Room. Free.,Room: AShdown House. Sponsor: Graduate Hillel, Graduate Stu- "
dent Council. Sloan Jewish Student Organization. ' '
7:00 p.m. - Margaret ot AnJou~1/2 hour adaptation from ~Henry VI Parts 1-3" and
"Richard III" by William Shakespeare. An MIT Theater Arts Thesis Production. Free. Room:
Kre,sge Little,Theater. Sponsor: Music and Theater Arts Section.
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. - authors@mlt.'Pauline Maier (MIT), Merritt Roe Smith (MIT), Alex
Keyssar (Harvard), and Daniel Kevles (Yale)"have ccrauthored a two volume textbook enti- -
tIed "Inventing America: A Histo!)' of the Un,ited States." Come meet the authors, hear -'
therp di~cuss the textbook's major. theme,S and tea~hing aids, and learn how their fresh
interpretations r~configure our understanding of-American history. This textbook, written
under the sponsorship of the Sioar) Foundation, is the first to i,ntegrate developments in .
scienc~ and technology into a general narrative of American history. Doing that, the authors
learned, led to new ways of understanding changes in American politics, economics, and
sodety. free. Room: Wong Auditorium, Building E51. Sponsor:' 8uthors@mit, STS.
8:00;p.m. -Ins.omnla (Free SneakPrevlew)~ Sent from tlie city to investigateJhe murder
of a teenage 'gir! in a small Alaska town, a policedetective';(AI Pacino) accidentally shoots
his own partner while trying to apprehend a suspect (Robin Williams). Instead of admitting
his guilt, the detective is given an unexpected alibi, but this "solution" only multiplies the
emotional compiexity and guilt over his partner's death. He's also still" got 'a murder mys-
tery to solve, in addition to the blackmail and framing of an innocent bystander being
orchestrated by the man they were chasing. There's also a local detective (Hilary Swank)
who is conducting'her own personal investigation of his partner's death. Free. Room: 26-
100. Sponsor: LSC.' -

Wednesday, May 1

12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. - Powe'rPolnt, Quick Start., PowerPoint makes it easy-to jazz up your
p~esentations. Get an introduction to':-vhat PowerPoint can do. Find out how to create slide
shows. Learn hoyv'to use drawing tobls, gr~phics, and create' hahdout~: Room: N42 Demo.
Sponsor: Information Systems.' - .

- 12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. - Carbon Capture and Sequestration and Its Role In Mitigating
Global Climate Change: peveloping technologies to address glo~a~ climate change will be'
one of the biggest environmental challenges of the 21st century. Carbon capture and

,"sequestration offers an opportunity for reducing greenhouse gas emissions that can com-
plement the current strategies of improving energy efficiency and increasing the use of non-
fossil energy resources. While carbon capture and sequestration is a relatively new fiel,d,
during the last decade much progress has been made incorporating these technologies into
a portfoliO of options to deal with climate change. My presenta~ion will start by describing
the different approaches to carbon capture and sequestration. I will motivate the need for

- investigating these technologies by documenting the magnitude of the mitigation problem
and the difficulties we face in reducing our reliance~on fossil fuels. Then I will highlight the
developments in carbon sequestration ov~r_the past ten years.'Finally, I williook'at the
many opportunities and challenges, both technical and political, that lie ahead. Free.
Room: E4Q-49~. Sponsor: Laboratory for Energy and the Environment.
1:15 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. - Theory of Computation Seminar. Salil Vadhan, Harvard University
"Randomness Conductors.and Constant-Degree Lossless Expanders." Free. Room: NE43-
518. Sponsor: Theory of COmputation, LCS..
3:00 p.rri. - 4:00 p.m. - 13th Space Grant Annual Public Lecture. 21st Century Space
Exploration with Humans al1d Robots. Free. Room: Marlar Lounge, Bldg 37, Room 252. '
Sponsor: AeroAs!ro, Massachusetts Space Grant Consortium. '
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - spousesBcpartnersOmlt: The' future of our group. Weill review.the
past year together and talk about our ~uture plans. ering your thoughts and new ideas for"
our group. Childcare provided. Free. Room: W2Q-400. Sponsor: spouses&partners@mit:

.4:00 p.m. - 5:3~ p.m. - Motion Detection without Motion Detectors In Biological Vision.
Donald Glaser inyented the bubble chamber for visualizing, discovering and studying the
properties of the elementary particles. He received the Nobel Prize for this work in 1960.
He later worked in molecular biology, microbial genetics and genetic engineering, inventing ,-
a number of new methods for automating large-scale hunts for valuable mutants. He ccr
founded the verY first biotech company. His most recent work has focused o.nyisu~1 percep-
tion, including psychophysical experir;nents and models of early vision. Free. Room: E25-
401. Sponsor: 'Brains and Machines' 'Seminar Series. C~nter 'for Biological &
Computational Learning.
4:30 p.m. - 6:15 p.m. - exploring the many Dimensions of Sustainable Development: Rec-
onciling the Need for Growth, ~vlronment, and Employment. Free. Room: E51-149. Spon-
sor: The Technology and Culture Forum at MIT.
5:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. - BME Minor Senior Awards Dinner. Please join Minor Advisors and
graduating Students at an Awards Dinner to celebrate your completion of the BME Minor
Program. Wednesday, May 1, 2002, at Rhythm and Spice Caribbean Grill, 315 Mass. Ave.,

Cambridge, MA 02139. Tel. (617) 497-0977, 5:30 - 9:30 p.m. RSVPto Suzette Clinton,
sclinton@mit.edu by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, April 19, 2002.Validated parking available at Uni,
versity Park Hotel Garage, located on Green St. ($5). MIT Event: Alcoholic beverages will
not be served. Sponsor: Division of Bioengineering & Environmental Health.
7:00 p.m. - Thin Blue Une. Morris' landmark documentary sets out to prove that a convict-
ed hitchhiker did not kill a Dallas policeman in 1976 and that the lowlife who fingered him
did. The case was reopened after the film's premier and the defendant exonerated. (Direc-
tor Errol Morris, USA). Free. Room: 26-100. SpQnsor: lSC, Comparative Media Studies.
7:00 p.m. - Jose, F. A. Oliver and Nino de Pantaleon: Poetry and Flamenco Guitar. Poetry,
song, and Aamenco guitar in a trilingual performance by German-Spanish artists Jose F. A.
Oliver (poet) and Nino de Pantaleon (guitarist). Converging cultures reveal surprising sounds
and images. Ccrsponsored by Lufthansa, Goethe-Institut Inter Nationes. Free. Room: Killian
Hall. Sponsor: Foreign Languages & Literatures. Kelly-Douglas Fund, MIT-Germany MISTI.
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. - IRLM Rim Seminar. Screening of an international movie accom-
panied by a discussion about it: Free. Room: 4-237. Sponsor: Graduate Student Council,
International Film Club.
10:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. - Music' at The Ear. Hip-hop with Ncos and friends starts at 10
p.m. The Thirsty Ear Pub is located in the Ashdown House basement. Enter through the
courtyard. Hours: Monday: 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Tuesday - Thursday: 7 p.m. - 1 a.m. Friday: 4
p.m. - 2 a.m. Must be over 21. Proper 10 required. This event is funded in part by the
Grants Program of the Council for the Arts at MIT. Free. Room: The Thirsty Ear Pub. Spon-
sor: The Thirsty Ear P,ub. ATat, MITDMC.

Thursday, May 2

1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m". - Conversational English Class. Join us for a free conversational
English class for international students and spouses at Mil. Most attendees are women
able to speak freely who desire to increase their English skills. Class covers a variety of
topics including American culture and holiday descriptions. Free. Room: Wll Board Room.
Sponsor: Baptist Campus Ministry.
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. - Weight Watchers at Work meetings at MIT. New and returning
members are always welcome at this weekly meeting on weight control. Friendly, relaxed
lunch hour meetings. More info: tpriest@mit.edu. Room: Building 8-219. Sponsor: Informa-
,tion Center ..
4:00 p.m. - 5:15 p.m. - Hun Qlao (Bridge of Souls). Lecture/recital of remembrance and
reconciliation commemorating the Asian tragedies of World War II presented by violinist
You"ng-NamKim, artistic director, Chamber Music Society of Minnesota, Professor of Music,

'"University of Minnesota School of Music. Prof. Kim is an artist-in-residence with the Mil
Wind Ensemble April 29-May 4. Last May in Minneapolis, Prof. Kim organized and per-
formed a major concert wi'th yc;.yo Ma entitled, Hun Quiao or Bridge of Souls. In essence,
this project involved the performance of four world premieres (three by Asian composers)
and was described as a "concert of remembrance and reconciliation commemorating the'
Asian tragedies' of World War II." Prof. Kim will discuss the project, play excerpts from the
concert, and perform a short'piece of remembrance. Free. Room: Killian Hall. Sponsor:
Music and Theater Arts Section.
4:15 p.m. - A Two-Part Story: The Importance of Representation in Functional Genomlcs.
As pa,rt of its Biomedical Engin~ering Seminar Series', the Harvard-MIT Division of Health
Sciences and Technology presents the final seminar in a serie~ on bioinformatics and
genomics. These seminars explore current research and topica'i issues in the biomedical
sciences, addressing the theme of innovation. This week, Dr. Isaac S. Kohane, MD, PhD
(CcrDirector of HST's Program in Bioinformatics and Functional Genomics; Associate Profes-
sor of Pediatrics at Harvard Medical School; and Director of Children's Hospital-Boston
Informatics Program) discusses "The Importance of Representation in Functional Genomics

. and the New HSr Program in Bioinformatics." The importance of finding the right represen-
ta!ion for genomic data is at least as important as the analytical algorithms used to mine
these data for evidence of clustereckoregulated activity. These representations will be
reviewed. Also, the new Bioinformatics and Integrative Genomics track wit~in HST's Med-

-ical Engineering-Medical Physics program will be presented. Free. Room: E25-111. Spon-
sor: HST.
4:15'p.m. - 5:30 p.m:- Seminar The Effects of Engine Operation Conditions on 011Con-
sumption Mechanisms In a Production SI Engine. Spring 2002 Sloan Automotive '
~ab/Energy Systems Seminar Series. Free. Room: 31-161. Sponsor: Sloan Automotiv'e Lab-
oratory.
4:15 p.m. - Physics Colloquium. "Observational Evidence for Dark Energy and an Acceler-
ating Universe." Free. Room: 10-250. Sponsor: Physics Department.
4:15 p.m.,- 5:15 p.m. - Simpler Solutions by Means of Larger Fonnulatlons In Dynamic
Programming and Supply Chain Management. ORC Spring Seminar Series. Seminar foi-
lowed by reception in the Philip M. Morse Reading Room (E40-106). Free. Room: E51-145.
Sponsor: Operations Research Center ..
4:30"p.m. - A Genevieve McMlllan-Reba Stewart Lecture on Women in the Developing ,
World. Free. Room: 34-101. Sponsor: Women's Studies Program. Graduate Consortium in
Women's Studies at the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study.
4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. - 2002 Morison Prize Lecture. Living with Technology: Too Much of
a Good Thing? Free. Room: Bartos Theater,' El5-070. Sponsor: STS.
5:30 p.m. - 7:30 ,p.m. - Forum-lberla. Meeting between scholars ~nd professionals working
in the US and Spanish institutions and companies. Free. Room: W20-201. Sponsor: Iberia.
Consulate of Spain, Fundacion Juan March, Generalitat, Univ Comp!utentse, Univ Carlos III,
ICREA-:-
6:30 p.m. - "Recent Work." Architecture lecture by Rafael Moneo, architect, Madrid. Free.
Room: Rm 10-250. Sponsor: Department of Architecture.
7:00 p.m. - poetry@mlt: Remembering John Wieners. An evening of poetry and song
remembering Boston poet John Wieners' (1934-2002), known to some as "The Hipster of
Joy Street" because of his eccentric appearance and friendship with the Beat poets. With
Ed Barrett, Fanny Howe, Frank Bidart, Gerrit Lansing, Gail Mazur, Damon and Naomi, Ed
Sanders, Anne Waldman, Christopher Sawyer-Lauanno,' James Dunn, Charley Shively and
others. Free. Room: Rm 6-120. Sponsor: Program in Writing and Humanistic Studies.
7:00 p.m. - Making Land Refonn Work for Millions of People. What does it take to
become the largest social movement in Latin America? What is the goal? What has been
achieved? Wanusa Dos Santos is a 25-year-old leader in Brazil's Landless Workers Move-
ment (MST). With a background in campus activism, Ms. Dos Santos helps coordinate the
MST's education campaigns. In her lecture, she will address the role of education in land
reform an~ explain how the MST pUShes the government to implement the promise of
social justice that is enshrined in Brazil's Constitution. Free. Room: MIT Room 4-231.
Sponsor: MIT Western Hemisphere Project.
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. - ~o' Club Meeting. Come play Go with the MIT Go Clubl We wel-
come new; beginning and experienced players~ Free. Room: 1-134. Sponsor: MIT Go Club.
8:00 p.m. - One Rea Spare. Dramashop production of play by Naomi Wallace. Directed by

-Guest Instructor Daniel Alexander Jones. $8, .$6 students w/ID. Room: Kresge Little The-
ater. Sponsor: Dramashop.
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. - IRLM FIlm Seminar. Screening of an international movie accom-
panied by a discussion about it. Free. Room: 4-237. Sponsor: International Film Club.

http://events.mit.edu
mailto:sclinton@mit.edu
mailto:tpriest@mit.edu.
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FALL 2002
.CROSS REGISTRATION

at Massachusetts College of Art
and the School of therMuseum. of FineA.rts

,artmass

Enroll In selected courses Q'telther of' these' :
nation~lly recognized institutions for MI,Tc,red~l. -

II courses are pass/fall.

-

For more inform,atlon please call the Visual Arts Progra'm at 2~3~5229 or em.ail 'slbl@mit:edu ..
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S~turday ~ay ~" 2~02.,
MIT Sloan School of M8nflgeme~t

Building E51 Room 345
.9:00AM ~ 3:3'OPM '

A~~I...Note ~:pe6A~ei..,
Pedro Parente' .
Minister Chief of Staff of the Braz'ilian
Government

REGISTER NOW AT:
www_mitslo an Iati nco nfe re nce _co m \
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Past, Present, and Future

Earth Share

• Kwando~
• Free weights
• Hammer Strengthe

Join today, and with your student
membership, get use of any
Bally Total Fitness club nation-
wide, all days and all hours. You
won't be a student forever, so
take advantage of this special
membership discount now.

~. Total Fitness
Student Membership Discount.
The semester's almost over, but
don't wait to take advantage of .
incredible savings on a Bally .
Total Fitness student membership.
Join now and use any of our
over 385 locations for 4 months
by paying only $144. Plus, if you
want to stay a member, you have
the o'ption to renew for just $24
a month.

Our clubs have everything you
need to get the results you want.
including:

• Treadmills
• Cross trainers
• Elliptical trainers
• Stationary bikes
• Resistance equipment
• Group exercise classes
• Certified personal

trainers

• SPINNING"ALL CLUBS,
ALL DAYS,

ALL HOURS

Don't wait. Calltoday!
For the club nearest you, dial:

1-800-FITNESS

Israel and the
Palestinians:

Question and Answer Period
to follow

Wednesday May 1 at 6 PM
Main Dining Room of Wll

FREE ISRAELI DINNER! !!
Sponsored by MIT Hillel

A presentation by the Israeli Consul,
Dr. Hillel Newman

For 30 ways to help the environment, write Earth Share,
3400 International Drive ,N\v, Suite 2K (AD4),
Washington, DC 200J8.

It's a connected world .
Do your share.

Must be between the ages of 18-23 and have a valid
student 10 to qualify for student membership. Renewal
dues subject to increase. Written notice required to can~

@ cel renewal option. Some restrictions apply. Additional
charges tor some services. An Equal Opportunity Club.

ballyfitness.com @2()()2 Bally Total Fitness Corporation.
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Beast Roast

DAN BERSAK-THE TECH

Nicolas A. Wyhs '05 enjoys a funny balloon hat during breakfast, Bexley and other MIT students
enjoy barbeque In the aftemoon, and others simply enjoy themselves.
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Nobel-winning Work
Started at Institute
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Robert C. Merton, a Nobel laureate in economics for his work on the Black-Scholes fonnula, gave a lec-
ture on financial engineering in 10-250 Monday night.

Merton, from Page I

on some other economic parameter,
at a future time. One person may sell
these contracts with the hope that a
stock or commodity's price will
never rise high enough for the buyer
to make a profit, allowing the seller to
make money without spending capi-
tal beforehand. This can allow busi-
ness to manage risks more effectively
than with traditional securities trad-
ing, as it allows you to "do it on a
large scale with a razor thin cost,"
Merton said.

It does, however, come with a
great risk. Poor management of these
risks led to Enron' s inability to pay
off their pensions, Merton said. A
large portion of employee pensions

were based in derivative markets, and
when the financial managers of the
company guessed wrong on which
contracts to make, the company was
soon out millions.

In cases like this, Merton attrib-
uted problems with increased reliance
on computer models and the scarcity
of expertise to oversee the manipula-
tion of the models. "Tools that serve
well to transfer risks can, as a [result
of their complexity], disguise failure
from the most diligent of detectors,"
he said.

He was not deterred by "individ-
ual" faults of some financial engi-
neers. "There have been faulty finan-
cial engineering cases just as there
have been in bridges, planes, and sili-
con chips," he said.

For more information, visit: web.mit.edulmovements/www/
Sponsored by the Graduate Students' Office and The Council for the Arts Grant

With Guest Performers: Gumboot & Mocha Moves

Expanding derivative possibilities
In fact, Merton said he felt "excit-

ed" about the possibility of expand-
ing the derivatives markets. "Once
you measure risk well, it is almost
irresistible to want to manage it," he
said.

One of Merton's more interesting
ideas involved derivatives for nation-
al markets. Using the example ofTai-
wan, Merton said that the country
could use 'swap derivatives,' or con-
tracts in which two or more parties
split whatever profits are earned, on
large scale industries in order to
diversify its "national portfolio."
Therefore, should the electronics
industry be hurt one year, the country
would not collapse because it would
receive profits from other foreign
industries in which it invested.

In regard to future trends, Merton
said that the' key role of financial
engineering will become production
services. "Traditionally, retirement
involved no decisions for the
employee ... now there are much
more, like 40 I(k)s and investments,"
he said.' .

Merton argued thatrth~ currerit
limits of accounting fail to distinguish
levels of risk in an account and an
investor's human capital, or how sen-
sitive an investor is to certain mar-
kets: "It is time for the next genera-
tion of risk models to find ~eir way
into life-minded-investing." .

Reflecting rip,?n the"advances ih
financial science. in. the past decades
and what they could promise for the
future, he mentioned the importance
of universities in helping advance
markets. "What has happened in the
past is not possible without the
Black-Scholes model, which was
developed entirely in an academic
community," he said.

Nobel Prize work started at MIT
Merton began his career at MIT

as a doctoral student under the tute-
lage of Institute Professor Emeritus
Paul A. Samuelson, who is credited

. with making the department one of
the best in the nation.

Merton won the Nobel Prize for
Economics in 1997 along with Mar-
tin Scholes for their derivative pricing
formula. The two began collaboration
in 1970 along with Fischer Black on
option pricing theory, creating the
Black-Scholes derivative pricing
model. Merton's work was published
in 1972 after brief difficulties in find-
ing a publisher, and his theoretical
acc,?unt appeared in print in 1973.
Their work was soon realized to have
incredible potential and applicability
to a'number of fields of study. He
authored or co-authored seven books
and wrote over twenty papers.

Merton took the time to answer
individual questions after he finished
his hour talk. The crowd received
him very wannly and many students
were eager to speak with the Nobel
winner one-on-one.

"It was good to hear his perspec-
tive on how financial engineering will
play a role in the future, as his
thoughts carry a lot of weight,"
Broeder said.

Around 200 people attended the
talk.

Jonathan Wang contributed to the
reporting of this story.
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For information on MIT's building program, see http://web.mit.edu/evolvlng
This information provided by the MIT Department of Facilities.

M IT Department of
FACILITIES

CAMPUS CONSTRUCTION UPDATE
Stata Center
The pedestrian path that leads from the underpass at
building #26 and heads east around the Stata trailer is now
closed to allow for crane access to the area. Signs have
been installed to detour pedestrians to their destinations.
Simmons Hall
Installation of windows and windowpanes continues.
Installation of the permanent roof membrane is complete.
Zesiger Sports & Fitness Center
Removal of scaffolding will begin during the week of April 29-
May 3. Dry wall framing work and rough plumbing continue
on all floors. , ~
Dreyfus Chemistry Building ,
Installation of mechanical, electrical, and piping systems
continues on all floors. Moving of faculty into new lab
spaces is underway.
70 Pacific Street
Interior drywalling c~ntinues. Painting, floor tiling, and
installation of bathroom finishes
Memorial Drive Traffic Signals ;~,
The'Traffic Lights at Wadsworth and Endicott Streets are
fully installed and operational. 'Landscaping work is
underway.

Come See...

Refreshments will be Served

-, ..

Spring Dance Concert

A ballet, modem, jazz, and,hip-hop performance
Saturday, May 4th, 2002 at 6:00 p.m.
The MIT Student Center, 2nd Floor,
La Sala De Puerto Rico
$4 in advance $5 at the door
Tickets can be purchased from dance company
members and at Lobby 10 and Student Center
booths the week before the show ..

!M.OfIem.ts
~.".'.'.'.' .... 'HI'

What:
When:
Where:

Tickets:

5:30pm
Student Center

Room 491

Wednesday' 1 May

Organizational Meeting
New Team Entries Accepted

M.I.T. Summer Softball
2002

http://web.mit.edu/evolvlng
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Junius K. Ho G sails into the air to place third with a
21'04.75" long jump during last Saturday's NEWMAC Champi-
onship. The men's track and field team decisively won their
second straight title with 293 points over runners-up Spring-
field (165) and Coast Guard Academy (111.5).

HELP WORK BOOTHS! -

GET. FREE LUNCH AND

VOLUNTE'ER TO HELP 2ND
LEARN"SOM' FU'N SCIEN

- .. Orthodox Christians:
XCThis week is Holy Week!

Join your fellow MIT students in attending, church services. VISit
the Orthodox Christian Fellowship homepage (at

web.mitedulocflwww) to see directions and service times at local
,churches. Everyone is welcome to join us in worship!

Also, mark your calendar for oUr Bright Thursday vespers service
with the Bosto~ Byzantine Choir, at 6:30 on May 9 in the chapel.
Refreshments will be served afterwards. Everyone is welcome

tojoin'us!

.Questions? Looking for a particular church? Interested in Orthodox
Christianity? Wondering how we missed Easter? Need a ride

to/from church? Check out our website, call John at 225-8717 or
email us at orthodox-acl@mit.edu

Strong Victories from Augustyn,
Kolesnikov Lead MIT to Victory' ..
Men's Tenni~, from Page 20 son player hit more effective shots slices from his oppone'nt and
------------ deep in the comers than he had in approached the net. Occasionally,
pionship. Winners for MIT were the first set. the Babson opponent came up with
Augustyn (7-5, 6-2), Kolesnikov However; Augustyn had passing shot or drop shot winners
(6-3, 6-2), Walton W. Lin '04 answers to most of his opponent's that elicited loud cheers from the "
(6-2, 6-3), and Tomycz (6-1, shots. He scrambled to stay in the Babson faithful. The normally
6-0). points long enough for his' oppo- stoic Kolesnikov seemed to have

Augustyn went up a break early' nent to make an error. Eventually, difficulty keeping a straight face
in the first set of his match, thanks the Babson player was unable to after such points.
in part to a pair of forehand win- maintain to rally for more than a Kolesnikov won by wide mar:
ners in the second game. It was few shots. Since unforced errors gins in both sets. However, the,
clear the Augustyn would try to from his opponent were plentiful, Babson opponent did not surrender '"

, take advantage of his opponent's Augusty~needed only four win- without making a great deal ~f' .
'weaker serve: For the most part, ners in the second set to win by a noise. Several hotly contested line~_..
Augustyn controlled the rallies score of 6-2. On the match, calls were sprinkled throughout the ,
early in the set. However, a hand- , Augustyn had 17 winners, two match. One particularly fiery ver- .-
ful of errors in the fifth game cost aces, and three double faults. bal remark came from the Babson' .
him a service game. This was the player after his serve was broken
first of five consecutive service Kolesnikov overpowers retriever in a game that progressed through
breaks in the first set. The Babson ,Kolesnikov's Babson opponent numerous deuces,
player held serve in the tenth had an unusual style of play that In the end, line calls were not
game, tying the score at 5-5. sharply,contrasted Kolesnikov's what decided the match. It was

Augustyn broke the stalemate big-serving, aggressive style. The clear that the pesky Babson player
by pounding a clean backhand' Babson player hit primarily soft could not keep up with.
winner in the next game. The next slices on' both the forehand and Kolesnikov's offensive play.
game, Augustyn's opponent dou- backhand side. The unique combi- The tennis team faces Bates ~
ble faulted on set point. Augustyn, nation of offensive and defensive College on We4nesday in a match
who broke his opponent's serve styles in this match created numer- that may have playoff implications
four times in the set, dominated the ous interesting points,that are for the Engineers. MIT ,is still
second set of the match: The sec-' rarely seen between two strong clinging to hopes of securing a
ond set was not as one-sided as baseline players, the norm in col- spot in the NCAA ~ivision III East
score indicates, however. Especial- lege-level tennis. On most points, Regionals, ~o be held on t~e sec-
ly early in.the second set, the Bab- Kolesnikov pounced on the short ond weekend in May.

mailto:orthodox-acl@mit.edu
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SPORTS
Women's Track Loses at Home Men~ TennisExtend3
Springfield College Wms Close Meet Over Lady Engineers 110-98 NEWMAC Dominance

MIT beats Babson in finals
For the second consecutive

year, MIT def~ated Babson 4-{) in
the finals of the NEWMAC Cham-

, Men's Tennis, Page 19

gles matches were not played ,to
. co~pletion because the overall

match had already been decided.
One of the unfinished matches

was the rematch of MIT's Jeffrey
P. Augustyn '03 and Springfield's
Jake Logan. Their match on April
20 had gone to three sets, with
Augustyn emerging victorious ..
Their tournament match last
seemed p'oised to go to three sets,
as well. However, the match was
halted with Logan' serving at 6-5
in the second set. Augustyn swept
the first set' 6~,O, but fell behind
5-1 in the second set before clos- .
ing the gap to 5-5.- Augustyn had
18 winners, one ac~, and eight
double faults in slightly less than
two sets.

By Bob Aronstam ? -r.:;
STAFF WRITER

The men's tennis team success-
fully defended their New England
Men and Women's Athletic Con-

T
ference (NEWMAC)

. Championship Satur-
, day with wins over

Springfield College
.• and Babson College.

MIT has'dominat-
ed the conference since its incep-
tion in the 1998-1999 season. The
Engineers are now 16-0 in NEW-
MAC tournament match' play and
also have a perfect regular season
record during their four-year reign
as top team in the conference.

MIT' claimed four straight: ..set
singles win's~against Springfield.
Winners for.MIT were Andrew'V.
Kolesnikov:"'03 (6-0, - 6-2),
Michael H. Ogrydziak '04 (6-3,
7-5), Eric C. Makhni '05 (6-3,
6-1), and Luke D. Tomycz '02
(6-2, 6-3). As is custom in tourna-
ment play, the rem~ining two sin-

..... 1t '. _.",'.' ~;' YIXIE-~~TECH

Jeffrey,F!. 'A~gustyn '03 lunges for the 'ball., against_ ~Js Babson
College oppon~nt e,n rolite t~ defeating him 7":'5; 6-2 • .lVIIT's.~op-
r~nked singles .player also won his.'match against Springfleld'~ol- :
lege 6-:t!, 7-6. '.~-.,,':_~.~~ .

• :""""-'" .. '<-

STANLEY IfU-THE TECH

David A. Cantor '02, left, scrambles for the ball In last Saturday's'matclHJp against Western New
England College. The men's lacrosse team lost 12-9, eliminating a chance to qualify for next
week's Pilgrim League.Semlflnals.

time of 17.34. Colleen A. Horin '05
and Melanie A. Miller followed in
third and fourth places respectively.
In the 400m intermediate hurdles,
Miller was MIT's sole scorer, as she
finished in fourth with a personal
record time.

All the relays placed second,
including the 4x 100m relay consist-
ing of Silberstein, Gupta, Miller, and
Keller and the distance medley relay
consisting of Claussen, Frances W.
Weld '05, Alisa P. Lehman '05, and
Teresa M. Hung '02. The 1600m
sprint medley relay consisting of Sil-
berstein, Catherine A. Tweedie '04,
Kuo, and Gaugler also finished in
second, but with a varsity record
time of 4:50.79.

Gupta wins triple jump
The MIT women also had some

strong finishes in the field events. In
the triple jump, Gupta clinched first
place with a jump of 35'3.25" and
Nyenke followed in second with a
34'6.5" jump. Both Gupta and
Nyenke qualified for the ECAC
championships. Horin placed fourth
in the event with a personal record
leap.

In the long jump Gupta and
Miller grabbed second and fourth
spots with jumps of 15' 11.5" and
15'0" respectively, adding vital
points to the MIT tally. Gupta and
Keller also placed in the high jump,
tying for second with a jump of 4'8".

In the pole vault, Tweedie soared
to a 'height of 10'08".00 to once again ,
qualify provisionally for the NcAA
championships.

Imoukhuede dominates throws
Princess Imoukhuede '02 was

once again MIT's leading scorer of
the day, with her triple win in the
throws. First throwing the hammer a
distance of 141'9", Imoukhuede then
proceeded to continue her day of
domination by throwing the discus
116'9". The most impressive event of
her day was the shot put.'
Imoukhuede tossed a magnificent
42'8.25,"- a personal record, varsity
record and a NCAA provisionally
qualifying distance.

Akua A. Asa-:-Awuku '03~ bol-
stered the impact of the MIT throw-
ing team, placing third in hammer
and fourth in discus. Rookie Cather-
ine H. Koveal '05 was MIT's sole
scorer in the javelin, finishing in
fourth place.

Relay squads take second place
In the 100m hurdles, leading the

MIT squad was Chinwe P. Nyenke
'04 with her second place finish in a

only to let the photo finish of their
leans determine their finishing
places. In the end, the veteran Perl-
mutter managed to oullean rookie
Espel by 0.0 I seconds for a second
place finish in 2:28.51. Both Perl-
mutter and Espel set personal
records.

Perlmutter also scored in the
1500m run with a fourth place finish-
ing and personal record time of
5:08.72. Distance phenom Martha
W. Buckley '04 ran a stellar second
place finishing 1500m in a time of
4:51.88. This time was a personal
record for her as well as an All New
England qualifier.

Buckley also ran the 300Om, win-
ning the event in a personal record
time of 10:35.57. Almost finishiI)g in
an MIT sweep, Mealani K. Nakamu-
ra G and Marissa L. Yates '03
crossed the finish line in second and
fourth places in personal record
times of 11:28.93 and 11:59.10
respectively.

Espel was also successful in the
3000m steeple chase. Winning the
event in a time of 11:44.87, Espel set
a new personal record, breaking her
own varsity and rookie records, and
qualifying provisionally for the
NCAA championships. Jen A. Gau-
gler '05 and Stephanie A. Claussen
'05 also set personal records with
their third and fourth place finishes.

Thursday, May 2
Baseball vs. UMass Boston

Wednesday, May 1

Men's Tennis vs. Bates College

Personal bests in middle distances
In the 800m run, both Sarah K.

Perlmutter '02 and Julia C. Espel
'05 set personal records. Perlmutter
and. Espel ran. close together
throughout the entire race, sprinting
down the ~nal stretch side-by-side,

STANLEY HU-THE Tf;cH

Brian C. Anderson '04, right, and Alan R. Raphael '02 sprint
to the finish of the 800m dash during last Saturday's NEW-
MAC Championship. Anderson and Raphael placed 1-2 in
photo finish times of 1:55.96 and 1:55.98, respectively.
Their perfonnances helped MIT win the championship with a
record 293 points.

UPCOMING. HOME EVENTS

By Akua A. Asa-Awuku
and Adeline Kuo
TEAM MEMBERS

Last Saturday, the MIT Women's
Track team faced Springfield College
in a dual meet at MIT's Steinbrenner

Stadium. In the end,

T the final score came
down to the wire with

.. a bittersweet disap-
L pointment for MIT,

which lost 98-110.
In the sprints,

Adeline L. Kuo '02 qualified for
ECACs in the 100m dash with a win-
ning time of 13.22. Finishing right
behind Kuo were third place finisher
Nalani Gupta '05 in 13.36, and
Meredith N. Silberstein '05 and
Karen M. Keller '04 tied for fourth
in 13.48. Gupta, Silberstein, and
Keller set personal records and also
qualified for the New England Divi-
sion III championships.

Kuo, Gupta, and Keller continued
to score crucial points in the 200tn
dash. Kuo finished in second and
qualified for the New England Divi-
sion III Championships with a per-
sonal best time of 27.66. Gupta and
Keller finished in third and fourth
places 'in personal record times of
27.99 and 28.68 respectively.
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